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A bstract
This thesis addresses the issue of interdependencies in Distributed and non-Distributed 
Relational Database Management Systems and proposes a design and development 
of an Expert System that will hope to manage and enhance the current available 
Database Structures.
The Thesis consists of two parts. In the first part, we study, compare and evaluate 
the interdependencies found in the operating environment relavent to the Distributed 
Relational structure. Hardware and software configurations are grouped and com­
pared in an attem pt to understand the interdependencies of the system so that an 
optimal configuration may be obtained.
In the second part, we designed and developed an Expert System configuration 
with ease of use and functionality as foremost concerns. The design and configura­
tion were also designed to support several platforms and query languages. The basic 
performance features factored into the system design are based upon data allocation 
and query frequency. The system reuses the transient tables used to service queries to 
achieve a performance improvement without explicit user knowledge. Basic fragmen­
tation principles are also used to aid in performance by implicitly restructuring the 
tables within a database to balance access time. Also seen are several byproducts of 
the Expert System which, although may not have performance benefits will improve 
functionality of the current Relational Database System.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 In tro d u ctio n
Achieving optimal performance through specific schemes for fragmentation, fault tol­
erance, and other areas is not a new topic and has resulted in several outstanding 
papers in recent years h Yet, with numerous researchers working on each of the 
diverse topics of performance within the system the interdependent performance fac­
tors are generally not considered when justification and modeling are presented. Too 
often researchers and authors take a microscopic view when theorizing a performance 
benefit, which leads to a lack of interconnectability of all features of the distributed 
system2 to offer an optimal system configuration. Interdependency considerations 
need to be emphasized and incorporated into system development and performance 
planning.
The lack of definitive guidelines for designing schemes to support these interde­
pendency relations has lead us to the research and discussion found in this paper. 
Although distributed systems by definition have several attributes in common, cer­
tain attributes such as hardware and communications platforms divide them into 
several classes which must be viewed differently.
Understanding the rudimentary characteristics of each of the supportive struc­
tures that make up the distributed system is important in understanding their inter­
dependency within the system and is the key to development of an optimal system
1A summary of our findings are given as references in the bibliography
2Within this paper Distributed Systems refers to Distributed Relational Database Systems
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configuration3.
After having concentrated an effort on compiling information relative to perfor­
mance benefits, maintaining data integrity and retaining the needed emphasis on 
hardware restrictions, we found two important points to be most outstanding. First, 
no one configuration of hardware and allocation/retrieval schemes is optimal for all 
instances. Second, once an optimized configuration is attained, the dynamic nature of 
Relational Database Management Systems 4 reduces the performance until redesign 
is inevitable. The first problem is discussed and an quantitative approach is derived 
in the second chapter. The second problem is reduced by the design and development 
of an Expert System5 configured to handle the problems induced by the dynamic and 
highly I/O  driven natures of the RDBMS.
1.2 K e y  A ttr ib u te s  o f  th e  D is tr ib u te d  R D B M S
According to our investigation, five major attributes delegate the optimum perfor­
mance of a distributed system. The hardware configuration is one major attribute 
that is usually a constant in any given distributed system and is often the focus of re­
design to gain optimum performance in request serving. The communications network 
also represents a major attribute of the system and its vulnerability and instability 
handicap the system with costly fault tolerance schemes which have been devised to 
ensure data availability. Fragmentation schemes have been used to offset hardware 
and communication deficiencies to attem pt to develop optimal systems. But as the 
use of fragmentation schemes has proliferated, the analysis of query semantics and 
query frequencies also become key factoring attributes in an optimal configuration.
This two part paper first analyzes the present construction of Distributed Systems 
and compares hardware and software configurations that delegate their performance.
In the second portion of the paper an enhancement is designed and developed to 
model an Expert System to return optimal performance while attempting to reducing 
system overhead and maintenance.
3See chapter 4 for definition of Relational Databases and the Glossary for terms used in this 
paper
''Relational Database Management Systems ... also referred to as RDBMS 
5In chapter 3 specifics of the design are given
s
1.3  M o tiv a tio n
Ease of use and performance have always been the main motivators for change in the 
field of computer science. Most often the performance issue is considered first leaving 
the ease of use issue to a best fit philosophy afterwards. W ith the advent of Relational 
Database systems we see a somewhat reversal of priorities to attaining these two 
goals. Although Relational Databases offer the user phenomenal ah-hoc capabilities 
and a more English like presentation of data there are still several restrictions of the 
Relational Database Method. Please refer to chapter 4 for a further description of 
these restrictions and a short description of what a Relational Database System is if 
you are unfamiliar with this technology.
There are several excellent publications and methodologies to improving perfor­
mance in the Relational Database System and even some that approach issues of ease 
of use, but to our knowledge there are no publications or methodologies that attem pt 
to embrace both performance and ease. Even as rare as the combination of both is 
the occurence of consideration of a performance benefits affect on all surrounding ele­
ments of the Relational Database, where the largest impacts are felt when processing 
in the distributed environment.
In attempts to understand both Relational Database Systems and Distributed 
Processing we found that several areas are being researched as possible avenues for 
performance benefits. There are several publications 6 that offer valid and exciting 
new approachs to current technological inadequecies, but none consider the inter­
dependencies of the several entities of the Distributed Relational Database System. 
Such issues as data integrity, node failure, and coprocessing have the tendency to 
highly affect the performance of each of the other entities.
In this two part thesis we identify the interdependencies within the Distributed 
Relational Database System and offer two approaches at attempting optimal perfor­
mance without sacrificing ease of use. The first approach uses the identification of 
these interdependencies and a matrix to offer hardware configurations that attem pt to 
return optimal performance. The second approach is the development of an Expert 
System that evaluates the interdependencies and dynamically reconstructs entities 
within the system to obtain optimal performance without intervention or affecting 
user applications.
6Refer to bibliography
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To really understand how the proposed Expert System would effect the commercial 
Relational Database marketplace we have included here several quotes from two of the 
most widely referenced sources of information in the IBM mainframe environment. 
These exact quotes reflect the lack of tools for the management and analysis of the 
Relational Database Systems.
...But in spite of such success, and the fact that DB2’s7 performance has 
improved more than tenfold since its introduction and is constantly im­
proving, the DB2 performance issue is very real...
...Traditionally, performance problems are solved in one of two ways: buy 
bigger boxes on which to run the applications or tune the systems...
...While tuning certainly is useful, in case after case, it becomes clear that 
the real, long-term foundation for performance in the DB2 environment 
is system design[Davydov 91]...
...There is high human resource cost in controlling and administering each 
DB2 subsystem...
...Also, an enormous amount of DBA activity is required to manage mul­
tiple subsystems[Werman 91]...
...DBA’s systems programmers and management are juggling responsibil­
ities as they attem pt to control the DB2 environment in their respective 
shops. There is a crisis brewing...
...The first high-volume transaction applications in DB2 have another 
problem; They do not use relational techniques. Instead, they merely 
use DB2 as an access method for older-style applications...
...Most shops are not ready for large-scale DB2 production. There are 
cultural, political and staffing issues as well as managements failure to un­
derstand the problems involved in transition to a DB2 production world... 
...Moving into a more efficient structured organization to support the use 
of DB2 allows selection of a tool set to support operational needs. Select 
tools based on the organization rather than structuring the organization 
based on the tools. One of the BIGGEST  problems in the DB2 tool mar­
ket is still evolving and there is a lack of integrated tools to fulfill every 
need [Werman 90]...
'IBM’s SQL based Relational database System
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...Its purpose is to disclose some performance tradeoffs and in particular 
to show some areas where the query optimizer is arguably deficient... 
...The first usually alludes to the fact that if the rows are too long for 
4096-byte pages, the page size goes to 32768[Snyder 89]...
1.4  R e la te d  W ork
The discussion of interdependencies within the Distributed Relational Database Sys­
tem is not a widely published topic and as such we have no direct previous work to 
refer to or compare against. The development of database Expert Systems can be 
seen materializing as byproducts of the latest assistance based monitoring tools, but 
no direct correlation between performance and dynamic restructuring is seen either 
as a proposal or commercially available product.
In considering the interdependencies on which the second chapter of this paper is 
based, several of the better articles published are mentioned and highlights of their 
contributions summarized. We list several publications in the bibliography which are 
key readings. The reader is invited to read at least one of the publications from each 
group such that a deeper appreciation of this paper’s contributions may be gained.
There are five general areas in which system performance schemes can be grouped. 
These five areas are hardware configuration, communications schemes, fault tolerance 
schemes, fragmentation schemes and query semantics.
To avoid personal preference and condense the seemingly endless collection of 
excellent work in each of the areas, we will only highlight material from a select few 
authors under each category.
1.4.1 H ardware C onfigurations.
In 1991, Kia Makki and Timothy Arndt published a discussion of Distributed 
Relational Database Interdependencies, creating matrices8 for comparison between 
configurations in attempts to obtain optimal performance through consideration of 
interdependencies in the RDBMS.
8Given as support material in chapter 2.9 and appendix B
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In 1990, Pirahesh and Mohan discussed Parallelism in Relational Database Sys­
tems covering architectual issues and design approaches. The paper covered the pros 
and cons of the shared nothing, shared disk, and shared everything architectures. The 
authors also discussed the performance implications of parallelizing complex queries 
in the distributed system.
1.4.2 C om m unications N etw ork.
Most publications in this area focus on the need for fault tolerance schemes and in 
the event of parallel or coprocessing, the problem of concurrency control mechanisms.
In 1989, J. Glasgow and G. MacEwen presented a paper on the Operator Net ap­
proach to modeling distributed systems. Operator Nets, first introduced by Ashcroft 
and Jagannathan in 1985, are graphical languages which provides a method for de­
scribing interprocess communications and parallelism in a distributed computing en­
vironment.
In 1986, Leslie Lamport discussed the mutual exclusion problem and several so­
lutions. This was an outstanding paper that covered several aspects of the mutual 
exclusion problem.
1.4.3 Fault Tolerance.
In 1989, A. Borg, W. Blau, W. Graetsch, F. Hermann and W. Oberle discussed 
the use of three way message transmission to enhance fault tolerance in the UNIX 
communications subsystem. The authors used a backup process pathing that allows 
for transmission and process failure without message failure.
In 1987, G. Bracha and S. Toueg offered a scheme for enhancing fault tolerance 
in the distributed system by offering a deadlock detection scheme.
In 1987, F. Mattern discussed the distributed system problem of knowledge by all 
nodes of the global system state. The author used a asynchronous message passing 
process instead of the traditional synchronous method.
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In 1985, H. Garcia-Molina and D. Barbara used assigning votes in the distributed 
system to manage m utual exclusion. The assignment of votes enforces mutual ex­
clusion without enforcing communications between groups. The authors discussed 
situations and solutions related to node and communications subsystems failure. Lim­
itations and performance of their proposals are also discussed.
1.4.4 F ragm entation  Schem es.
In 1990, B. Gavish and 0 . Sheng discussed the level of file replication and alloca­
tion necessary to achieve a satisfactory level of system performance. Replication and 
dynamic file migration are discussed as acceptable alternatives. The authors used 
adaptive and nonadaptive models as comparisons for efficiency.
In 1988, P. Apers discussed the optimization of distributed database systems via 
fragmentation principles. The paper also discussed the cost of data allocations, the 
forking processes and forking graphs, and the computation of optimal allocations 
given static schedules.
In 1985, D. Sacca and G. Wiederhold discussed partitioning and allocation as a 
critical aspect of the distributed database design effort.
1.4.5 Q uery Sem antics.
In 1988, P. Valduriez and S. Khoshafian discussed the highly suitable situation of 
servicing a complex query in a fragmented relational database for parallelism. Phe­
nomenal performance benefits were returned in the order of one and two magnitudes.
In 1988, A. Farrag and M. Ozsu offered a proposal to increase concurrency by 
using knowledge of the physical fragmentation of the data and semantics of the query. 
The process is based on nonserialized events to increase throughput by relieving 
interleaving events.
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Chapter 2
Interdependencies, A  D iscussion  
and A nalysis
2.1 T h e  F iv e  P h a ses  o f  S y s te m  E x is te n c e
Although the life span of a particular system is generally 5 to 8 years and is the 
accepted guideline in financial justification, it can often times be less than 2 years. 
The key to justification is in foresight of design flexibility, realistic evaluation of the 
end users needs, and above all the ability to increase functionality of the system which 
it replaces.
o The Five Phases of Existence.
1. The Analysis Phase
2. The Justification Phase
3. The Design Phase
4. The Implementation Phase
5. The Maintenance/Enhancement Phase
• Analysis Phase: Encompasses the need for evaluation of query types, query se­
mantics, recovery needs, frequencies of queries and acceptable end user response 
time.
• Justification Phase: Encompasses the need of the system based upon growth 
rate, unacceptable response time and financial considerations.
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• Design Phase: Uses output from analysis phase to create a suitable system 
based upon software and hardware available.
• Implementation Phase: Consuming the most resources and cost, the implemen­
tation phase consists of applying a given programming language and data access 
methods to solve the process defined in the analysis phase. Although the most 
expensive phase to undergo, it should be relatively simple to complete.
• Maintenance Phase: Consideration for query types, query frequencies, recov­
ery needs and hardware configurations changes are major concerns during the 
maintenance phase. When changes to present system become too costly to im­
plement, or hardware advancements offer system improvements beyond what 
the present system can offer, a contingency analysis and justification should be 
done to possibly replace or enhance present system.
As can be seen, it is critical to system life expectancy to design not only for 
present needs but also short term future needs. Consideration of all aspects of the 
system can be an overwhelming task if done simultaneously but if a scheme is used 
to add atomicity to the design, allowing for detailed considerations individually when 
possible, and will aid in design simplicity.
It is seen that data allocation is the only area of design that shows interdepen­
dencies with all system functions, and will be the focus of this paper.
2.2  T h e  S ix  C lasses o f  H ard w are C on figu ration s
Class One is the data server configuration and the mother of distributed comput­
ing. This configuration is simple in that data is concentrated in one location, thus 
processing is simplified. The obvious drawbacks include data availability in case that 
node is removed and distribution of data retrieval, among others.
Class Two includes configurations where there is a single processor for each node. 
This is probably the most common configuration and easiest to implement using 
distributed allocations. Often, this scheme will introduce features that will offer an 
optimal configuration. There is one minor inadequacy with this configuration though, 
the fact that node fault tolerance is not optimal. An example: if a node is removed, 
data availability and possible data integrity is in question. A proper logging scheme 
could help to insure data integrity and eventual data availability by reproduction of
15
the data at another node, but reproduction is often time consuming and normally 
unnecessary.
Class Three includes systems that offer more processors than nodes, but not 
enough extra processors that each node could have at least two processors. This 
class is a slight variation of class two except that one or more nodes could offer co­
processing at certain nodes. Although this type of configuration could offer more 
optimal performance than class two by coprocessing at certain nodes, it introduces 
complication of handling communications between the nodes which requires different 
operating system software at each node containing a different processor configura­
tion. Data allocation and fault tolerance schemes also become more costly, generally 
offsetting the savings by increased overhead.
Class Four includes processor node groupings where there are exactly two proces­
sors per node. This configuration is unique in that it offers all the advantages of class 
two groupings and covers their shortcomings without over complicating the total sys­
tem. Such configurations can support processor connections where the processors are 
either loosely coupled or tightly coupled, each has its distinct advantages. This class 
of configurations promises to display the most optimal performance when combined 
with other features of the distributed system. The reason for this is that whether cou­
pled loosely or tightly they offer all characteristics of class two configurations along 
with improving data availability and node fault tolerance by introducing local and 
immediate recovery if a processor should fail. Loosely coupled configurations lack 
the coprocessing capabilities of the tightly coupled system, but in data versus com­
putational intensive systems, loosely coupled systems offer simplified data retrieval 
locking mechanisms and lend themselves to simplified data recovery.
Class Five groupings are node processor groupings where M  = N  * 2 + I  where 
M is the number of processors, N is the number of nodes and I is some integer. These 
configurations are a variation of class three processors, and although they can offer 
performance enhancements similar to class four groupings, they still incur operating 
system overhead similar to class three groupings which will degrade performance in 
data intensive systems below that obtainable by a class four configuration.
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Class Six groupings are node processor configurations where M  = N  * I ,  M being 
the number of processors, N being the number of nodes and I being some integer. 
These configurations are somewhat a variation of the class three groupings in that 
operating system software would be the same for every node. Systems of this class 
lend themselves to tight coupling and computational intensive applications. Although 
processor speedup is evident, data retrieval and data integrity induce an obvious 
overhead, and in return offer less than linear speedup, especially when involving node 
recovery.
Having generalized hardware configurations, it is necessary to define other at­
tributes of the system that will affect performance, and can be permutated through 
each class. Since the most optimal classes offer multiple processors per node, the 
topic of shared or non-shared data is important. Managing shared data can become 
costly in retrieval and guaranteeing integrity, but non-shared data removes ability for 
instantaneous local node recovery. The best fit of both configurations would somehow 
include a facility that supports shared data but disallows it except for recovery or 
data reallocation.
The topic of performance related to locality or computation becomes an important 
factor. Although local computation decreases the complexity of the computation, it 
reduces optimal computational performance by not using the maximum allowable 
processors. Again, an acceptable means of mixing the computational locality will 
prove to be most optimal in general, but not guaranteed for all configurations. The 
additional permutations of processor couplings at nodes can modify a class’s ability 
to perform optimally. Pros and cons are defined in each class’s generalization.
2.3 Id ea l D is tr ib u te d  S y s te m  C h a ra cter istic s
At the heart of any distributed system are certain requirements that must be met 
regardless of implementation. These include:
1. A query processing scheme that performs optimally for hardware structure im­
plemented.
2. Fault tolerance mechanisms for communication links and processors.
3. A concurrency control mechanism that performs with low overhead to total 
system operation.
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4. Flexibility on database design, assignment of locality of data should be decided 
by the operating system not the user. In addition, the allocation algorithm 
should be able to optimally handle allocations in a dynamic environment. The 
algorithm must work well with single attribute assignments or complete tuple 
assignments.
5. At least minimal monitoring capability, this will allow for ease of incorporating 
load balancing and system tuning and performance evaluation.
6. Scheme for implementation should not attem pt parallelism of computation if 
single processor groupings in a geographically distributed system. This tech­
nique only lends itself to closely coupled processor groupings.
7. A log must be established, this serves many real life purposes, and will prove to 
aid in concurrency and backout control. Tracing of transaction execution not 
only must be auditable but will not cost much in processor or I/O  overhead. 
Logging is useful in ’Change Accumulation’ backout processing, monitoring of 
system performance, and data recreation upon full node failure.
8. Weighting system for queries. Some types of queries will lend themselves to 
certain allocation and execution structures that will degrade performance of 
other queries.
9. Data availability, and reduced down time. The allocation structure must be 
defined so that no loss of data is possible, or data inaccessibility will result.
10. Allocation structure and concurrency control must be allowed to achieve maxi­
mal growth potential. Black Box additions to existing system structure must be 
possible. Reconstruction of data for a lost node is possible from the transaction 
log and original data established at some checkpoint in processing.
11. Locality of query request should not degrade query serviceability. That is, any 
query should be acceptable from any node in the system without response time 
degradation.
12. Methods for efficiently handling data retrieval when a node becomes unavailable 
must also be exist.
13. Development of the system should be with view of semioptimal performance 
with transparency to worst case. Too often algorithms are designed around
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worst case, degrading performance of the system to support this scenario even 
when worst case may occupy less than 1 percent of total processing.
14. Data allocations must not be site committed. Committed allocations set the 
stage for impossible fault tolerance.
15. The system must use semantic and rule structures of query operations to gen­
erate data allocations and hardware configurations. Do not design the query or 
allocations around the hardware. This will allow for higher portability of the 
system, along with other obvious reasons.
16. Establishment of transaction performance groupings and query structure 
for maximum throughput.
2 .4  R e la tio n a l S y ste m  C h a ra cter istic s  C lassified
System configurations are given to break each of the six classes into their associated 
single system examples with the different permutations of attributes previously de­
fined. These configuration types will be used to weigh each of the systems on their 
potential to return optimal performance with each of the permutations. The designer 
should be able to take this matrix and determine the optimal configuration for sup­
porting his or her system by deciding which attributes of the system when permutated 
will return the highest degree of optimum performance.
Each of the six classes of systems must be compared relative to the necessary 
attributes of a distributed system. Following are the fifteen relative features of a 
distributed system and those attributes that when permutated result in a rating for a 
specific class and permutation. All classes and configurations are rated 0 to 9, 0 being 
the lowest and 9 being the highest. Each rating is relative to all other classes and 
configurations. What-if combinations of attributes can lead the reader to establishing 
a comparison base of his or her present system with another possible permutation of 
attributes.
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Characteristics and Attributes of the Distributed Relational System 
that affect these characteristics.
1. Data Availability:
Number of processors per node.
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
2. Processor Speedup:
Number of processors per node.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
3. Design Flexibility:
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
4. CPU Fault Tolerance:
Number of processors per node.
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
5. Communications Fault Tolerance:
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
6. Support Logging:
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
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If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
7. Recoverability:
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
8. Support Query Optimization:
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
9. Dynamic Restructuring:
Number of processors per node.
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or
minimal path token ring.
10. Support Monitoring:
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring ox-
minimal path token ring.
11. Query Weighting:
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
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12. Data Locality:
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
13. Data Commitment:
Number of processors per node.
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
14. Support Semantic Query:
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
15. Total Time Speedup:
Number of processors per node.
Use of shared, non-shared or minimally shared storage.
If multiple processors per node, if tightly or loosely coupled.
If communications between nodes is node to node, multiple path token ring or 
minimal path token ring.
If queries are serviced by host node only or host and requested nodes using 
semantic minimization.
Each of these attributes of the distributed system affect total overall performance 
of the system with some affecting the system more than others. Critical characteristics 
include data availability, design flexibility, CPU fault tolerance, communications fault 
tolerance, extent of supporting query optimization, the locality of data storage and 
its extent of semantic query processing.
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2.5  R D B M S  A ttr ib u te s  an d  H ardw are S tru ctu res
To be able to evaluate fairly the different hardware configurations, and data alloca­
tions of different systems it is necessary to build a matrix of the systems versus the 
necessary and desired attributes.
This matrix will help to clarify how certain physical attributes of the distributed 
system in the following 17 permutations compare with one another on critical char­
acteristics.
Assuming parallel system types, distributed geographically.
1. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through communi­
cations links. Shared storage, processors tightly coupled.
2. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through communi­
cations links. Data distributed in share-nothing format. Processors are tightly 
coupled.
3. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through communi­
cations links. Data distributed in single update, multi-read format. Processors 
tightly coupled.
4. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through commu­
nications links. Data distributed in share-nothing format. Processors loosely 
coupled.
5. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through communi­
cations links. Data distributed in single update, mult-read format. Processors 
are loosely coupled.
6. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through commu­
nications links. D ata distributed in multi-read, multi-write format. Processors 
are tightly coupled.
7. Single node with N processors serving M sites. Sites served through commu­
nications links. Data distributed in multi-read, multi-write format. Processors 
are loosely coupled.
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8. M nodes with M processors. Sites served through communications with local 
computations. Data distributed in share-nothing format. Data retrieved at 
remote site only.
9. M nodes with M processors. Sites served through communications with local 
computations. Data distributed in share-nothing format. Subquery computa­
tion at local site.
10. M nodes with N processors. N  >M evenly where pM  = N p  =  2,3,4,5.... Com­
munication through links with local computation. Share-nothing data format. 
Processors are loosely coupled.
11. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  =  N p  =  2,3,4,5.... 
Communication through links. Specific number of processors are used as data 
servers. Data is share-nothing format. Processors are loosely coupled.
12. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  = N p = 2,3,4,5.... 
Communication through links. Specific number of processors are used as data 
servers. Data is in multi-read single write format. Processors are loosely cou­
pled.
13. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  = N p  =  2,3,4,5__
Communication through links. Specific number of processors are used as data 
servers. Data is in multi-read multi-write format. Processors are loosely cou­
pled.
14. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  = N p  =  2,3,4,5.... 
Communication through links. All processors used in data retrieval. Data is 
stored in share-nothing format. Processors are loosely coupled.
15. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  =  Np  =  2,3,4,5....
Communication through links. All processors used in data retrieval. Data is 
stored in share-nothing format. Processors are tightly coupled.
16. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  = Np  =  2,3,4,5__
Communication through links. All processors used in data retrieval. Data is 
shared in a multi-read single write format. Processors are tightly coupled.
17. M nodes with N processors. N  > M  evenly where pM  = Np  =  2,3,4,5....
Communication through links. All processors used in data retrieval. Data is 
shared in a multi-read multi-write format. Processors are tightly coupled.
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Hardware Structures by Number
A t t r ib u te 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
"  D a ta  A v a ila b ility 0 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 2 1 4 4 2 2 4 3
P r o c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 0 1 2 2 3 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 4 4
"  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 0 2 0 2 2 1 0 0 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4
“ F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 1 0 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 3 2 3 3 4 3 4 3
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 3
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 1 0 2 0 2 2 1 0 0 3 4 4 3 2 2 4 3
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
S u p p o r t  D y n a m ic  R e s t ru c t 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 3 2 3 3
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
”  D a t a  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 3 4 4
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 0 1 2 0 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4
T O T A L S  o f  c r i t ic a l  on ly 9 6 14 7 15 14 11 12 14 22 21 26 26 20 21 28 26
* in d ic a te d  c r i t ic a l  c h a ra c te r is t ic s
2.6 O p eration  T y p e s  and  F ile  A llo c a tio n  S ch em es.
There are eight distinct operations in the Relational Database System:
• Select.
• Project.
• Join.
• Natural-Join.
• Union.
• Cartesian Product.
• Set Difference.
• Intersection.
The basic operations are select, project, cartesian product, union and set differ­
ence, all others can be built from these.
File allocation strategies widely range from single file allocation 
to vertical/horizontal fragmentation. The following is a description of each type of 
allocation and comparisons of supportive structures of each.
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1. Single processor, M nodes in a single file structure.
2. Multi-processor, M nodes in a single file structure.
3. Single processor, M nodes in a multi-file structure, with indices, horizontal 
fragmentation, vertical fragmentation and combinations.
4. M processors, M nodes with one file per node. Whole file fragmented horizon­
tally.
5. M processors, M nodes with one file per node. Whole file fragmented vertically.
6. M processors, M nodes with one file per node. Whole file fragmented vertically
/  horizontally.
7. N processors, M nodes, with N  =  M* (2,3,4,5 ). One file per node with the
data fragmented horizontally.
8. N processors, M nodes, with N  = M* (2,3,4,5 ). One file per node with the
data fragmented vertically.
9. N processors, M nodes, with N  = M* (2,3,4,5 ). One file per node with the
data fragmented vertically and horizontally.
10. N processors, M nodes, with N  =  M* (2,3,4,5..... ). One file per node with the
data available only to its assigned node.
11. N processors, M nodes, with N  =  M* (2,3,4,5.....). One file per node with the
data available only to its assigned node. Data is fragmented horizontally.
12. N processors, M nodes, with N  =  M* (2,3,4,5.....). One file per node with the
data available only to its assigned node. Data is fragmented vertically.
13. N processors, M nodes, with N  =  M*  (2,3,4,5.....). One file per node with
the data available only to its assigned node. Data is fragmented vertically and 
horizontally.
The following is a matrix which can be used to show the performance that could be 
expected from each of the actions under the relative hardware structures.
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Operations and Hardware Structures by Number
A c tio n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
S e lec t 2 2 3 4 3 3 5 4 4 3 5 3 4
P r o je c t 2 2 3 2 5 2 4 5 4 3 3 5 4
J o in 0 0 3 2 3 3 3 4 5 3 4 5 3
N a tu r a l  J o in 0 0 3 2 3 3 4 4 5 3 3 5 4
U n io n 1 1 3 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 3 4
C a r te s ia n  P r o d u c t 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 5 5
S e t  D iffe re n c e 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 5
I n te r s e c t io n 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 5
* ** *  T O T A L  *"'** 11 11 22 22 27 23 40 29 32 32 27 32 34
2 .7  D a ta  A llo c a tio n  S tra teg ie s .
From combinations of the hardware configurations and query types we can construct 
an optimal system configuration. For the most part, query types of retrieval by pro­
jection favor a multi-processor, vertically fragmented files, distributed using semantics 
and query frequencies to define allocations.
Query types that reflect inserts show similar favoritism to that of retrieval. Query 
types that reflect updates will favor horizontal fragmentation and distributions using 
semantics.
Although horizontal fragmentation and data locality using semantics seem to be 
the favored allocation scheme, consider this. If in a highly dynamic system group 
updates are done often against specific attributes of a tuple, a simple division of the 
vertical fragmentation on that attribute type into two separate horizontal fragmen­
tations could reduce the query, update and insert process by as much as half the 
original. At worst, the binary search time for a specific query would be reduced. It 
is further obvious that at worst case the binary search for a specific attribute will 
result in at least a 50 percent reduction in search time for the tuple. Futher splitting 
could linearly reduce the search time. Caution must be exercised in the extent of this 
horizontal splitting, for eventually the tradeoff gained by splitting the vertical frag­
ments further will be offset by the query cost induced by calculating which fragment 
to search. Fragment storage costs will also influence splitting. Probably the best 
approach that would offer advantages of both vertical and horizontal fragmentation 
would be to physically fragment the data vertically and create an index on the frag­
ment with a restricted amount of entries that would give offsets to a few select tuples 
in the fragment. An index with restricted sizing would show optimality at minimal
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sizes, and maintenance of the index would be minute.
The real key to data allocation does not lie in such simple schemes as this, although 
they will augment the overall efficiency. The real impact to data allocation schemes 
is seen in layout requirements of minimal communication and storage.
The use of semantics, anticipatory query types, and frequencies in deciding frag­
mentation strategies is unchallenged when it comes to deciding a basic fragmentation 
strategy. The only aspect of fragmentation tha t still raises doubt is the question of 
efficiency gained by distributing the data among the several nodes of the database. 
Each approach to distribution has its highlights, but the overall query frequencies 
will always delegate which method will perform optimally. Several authors try  to 
increase the optimality of systems by allowing data migration or data reallocation as 
the frequencies of queries change. We do not agree with this strategies. If a system is 
designed to support this type of processing, it will undoubtedly contain a higher over­
head and unless ad-hoc queries abound in the system, the cost of the overhead will 
drastically outweigh benefits gained by allowing for migration. Understand though, 
that data reallocation must be supported in a  system that will offer acceptable data 
availability, and without it, fault tolerance at node level cannot be established.
Hardware configurations, that include network and node complex structures also 
play a significant role in establishing data allocation strategies. In discussing config­
uration alternatives we assume a few basic features of nodes and the communications 
network, without giving details. First, processor failures are acceptable and antic­
ipated, either on a permanent or temporary basis. Second, each node is assumed 
to have a limited Uninterruptable Power Supply1 capable of maintaining power long 
enough to transfer locally held fragments to alternate sites if a lengthy outage seems 
evident. Third, a communication network is in place that will support N 2 paths to 
every other node. N will be decided upon the volital nature of the network. And 
fourth, that a working logging/synchpoint mechanism is in place over the communi­
cations network that will support re-establishment of data integrity and availability 
if either the UPS or network should fail.
In the comparison of configurations, significant improvements in fault tolerance, 
speedup, and reliability are seen when multiple processor complexes are used. Com­
munication networks become an overly complicated topic and we will avoid their 
definite interaction right now. Again, semantics and frequencies of query types dele-
^ lso  referred to as UPS
2{N > 1)
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gate structure, at each node, but coupling of the processors should require information 
based on processor reliability as to the internal structure of a node. Loosely coupled 
dyadic processors would prove to be the most optimal internal structure. We have 
a preference for dyadic versus N-processor groups and the constraint that they be 
loosely coupled for good reason. When processors are tightly coupled, the optimal 
use of processor power distribution must be delegated through code specifically de­
signed to perform in a parallel processing environment, which introduces complexity 
into the system. There has been a considerable amount of progress in the parallel 
processing realm, but because of the need for specific coding structures, complexity 
of structure, the lack of both commercially available complexes, the lack of properly 
trained programming staffs and tightly coupled parallel processing machines need 
more refinement to make the parallel process transparent to the programmer before 
they will become commercially accepted. Dyadic processors, on the other hand, will 
allow for limited parallel processing at higher levels within the system, if found to be 
feasible.
The dyadic processors should also allow for shared data on a demand basis. By 
demand, we mean that data can be considered shared but data will be read only from 
one processor while the other processor will maintain update capability. When a 
processor fails, a request to Function Ship requests to the downed processor complex 
can be routed to its twin. At the time the processor fails, several actions can be taken, 
either a decision can be made to continue processing at the node with the processor 
that is still online by function shipping or, if the local system appears unstable, the 
twin processor can begin backout of current transactions against both processors and 
migrate data allocated locally to other nodes. The latter would induce tremendous 
overhead by request of data allocations throughout the system, along with network 
loading to distribute data and inform other nodes of data reallocation. The network 
at the disbanding site is assumed operational; this would include network controllers 
and the establishment of communication network connections to a remote processor. 
Although the network reconnection sounds like an expensive venture, in reality it 
requires minimal effort, if the network configurations are transparent to the local 
controllers.
If the node complex takes a complete hit, data availability will be degraded but 
data integrity will not be lost if a proper logging scheme is used. With the proper 
logging scheme data at the lost site can be reconstructed and reallocated at a new 
site. The degradation arises in the system from data being unavailable until all data is 
reconstructed by building up from a shadow file and change accumulation processing
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against the log. Synchronization point processing becomes an important aspect here 
along with a proper notification process.
As you can see, there are several necessary processes which must be maintained 
in an acceptable distributed parallel processing environment, but there are also those 
pieces which rely on variables induced by query type and frequency levels which 
delegate important system strategies.
In the third chapter we use the proposed Expert System to represent the complete 
structure of a defined distributed parallel processing system, including algorithms that 
support data allocation, fault tolerance, data availability and node complex internal 
workings in response to a query.
2 .8  R a tin g  o f  a c lass w ith  sp ecific  a ttr ib u te s .
To obtain a clearer understanding of the meaning of these ratings, we give the follow­
ing example that explains the reasoning behind the values given to each permutation.
Take class and configuration number 61 3. This system configuration places the 
system in class 4 4. Queries are serviced through the host query node only, meaning 
that if data needed to satisfy the query is also stored at other nodes in the system, 
only data retrieval with no semantic minimization will be done to aid in data transfer 
compression to lower query costs. Communications are by a token ring base commu­
nication using a minimized path algorithm. The processors are loosely coupled and 
multiple processors at the specific node do not share storage.
Comparing on the given rating scale the CPU fault tolerance of this configuration 
we must consider the effects of the number of processors at each node, the format of 
the data storage and the communication base. Since there are exactly two processors 
at each node, the system will rate higher than another configuration that has only one, 
or systems that do not consistently have the same number of processors at each node. 
The reason being is that a node containing only one processor per node will provide 
a lower fault tolerance per CPU compared with a system with multiple CPUs. The 
system with inconsistent numbers of processors at a node will lend itself to several 
different versions of operating systems at nodes in the system and must be designed 
to communicate with each other. A system with a consistent number of processors
3from Appendix B
4P processors and N nodes where P = N * 2
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at each node requires only one version of the supporting operating system. Systems 
that contain higher multiples of processors at each node5 may produce a higher total 
speedup and other improvements.
Although storage format of data does not directly affect CPU fault tolerance, 
the format does reflect interdependency with other characteristics6 and must be con­
sidered. Having a nonshared storage format, the system will lack support of data 
availability and semantic query processing.
The communications base used could be considered optimal as token ring offers 
integrity and reduction of the I/O  processing over node to node multiple path token 
ring.
By combining the individual ratings based on the comparison of these three a t­
tributes relative to all other configurations of all classes, a rating is given for CPU 
fault tolerance for this configuration equal to six. The main reasons the configuration 
did not receive an optimal rating of a nine are; that queries where serviced only by 
the host, thereby not using resources of query optimization and not using semantic 
minimization and thus servicing partial queries at remote nodes. The use of non- 
shared data storage also degrades performance in that if a processor was disabled, 
the data stored under its authority would become presently unavailable until it could 
be reconstructed at another node.
Major contributors to optimal performance are the use of multiple processors at 
each node to improve node availability and the use of minimized token ring com­
munications to insure the highest possible communication available with minimal 
overhead.
5 P — N * I where I > 2
6like data availability
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2.9 M a tr ices  o f  C on figu ra tion s
The following matrices represent our expected performance of each hardware configu­
ration relative to the 15 attributes necessary in a distributed system. A description of 
each of the configurations can be seen in Appendix B. The rating values are in order 
from 0 for lowest to 9 being highest. The rating value given for each permutation is 
in relation to all other 161 permutations.
2.9.1 C lass 1
A t t r ib u te 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
"  D a ta  A v a ila b ili ty 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
P r o c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 5 5 0 0 5 5 0 0 5 5 0 0
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 0 0 0 0 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L o g 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
"  S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0
S u p p o r t  D y n a m ic  R e s t ru c t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
“ D a ta  lo c a l ity  O p t im a l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 ‘ 0 2 0
T O T A L S  o f c r i t ic a l  o n ly 9 6 3 0 15 12 9 6 14 11 8 5
"  in d ic a te d  c r i t ic a l  c h a ra c te r i s t ic s
c o n f ig u ra t io n  ty p e s  a re  l is te d  b y  n u m b e r  in A p p e n d ix  B 
c o m p a r is o n  r a t in g s  a re  r e la tiv e  to  ail c la sses
2.9.2 C lass 2
A t t r ib u te 13 14 15 16 17 18
■ D a ta  A v a ila b ility 4 5 6 4 5 6
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 2 2 2
■ D esig n  F le x ib ili ty 4 6 5 4 6 5
“  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 3 3 2 3 3
* F a u lt  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 0 5 5 0 5 5
E as ily  S u p p o r t  L o g C 6 6 4 4 4
R e c o v e ra b ility 4 5 6 3 4 5
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 6 6 6 7 7 7
S u p p o r t  D y n a m ic  R e s t r u c t 4 5 7 5 G 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 6 6 6 6 6 6
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 5 6 6 6 7 7
* D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 6 6 6 7 7 7
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 4 6 6 4 6 6
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 5 6 7 7 8 8
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 2 4 4 5 6 6
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a l  on ly 26 36 41 30 42 40
* i n d i c a t e d  c r i t ic a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  t y p e s  a r e  l is te d  by n u m b e r  in A p p e n d i x  B
c o m p a r i s o n  r a t i n g s  a re  r e l a t i v e  to ail cla sses
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2.9 .3  C lass 3
A t t r ib u te 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6 5 6 7
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 3 4 5 2 3 4 4 5 6 3 4 5
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 1 3 3 1 5 5 2 6 6 2 7 7
"  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 6 3 5 5 2 4 8 6 7 7 5 6
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 2 3 4 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 6 7
"  S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 4 5 5 4 5 5 5 7 7 5 8 8
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t r u c t 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 7 6 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 5 5 5 7 7 7 6 6 6 8 8 8
* D a ta  lo ca lity  O p t im a l 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 8 8 7 8 6
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 3 4 6 4 5 7 3 4 7 5 6 8
*  S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 4 6 6 5 7 7
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 2 4 5 3 5 6 4 6 7 5 7 6
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a ls 22 30 32 23 33 35 32 43 45 33 46 48
A t t r i b u te 31 32 33 34 35 3 6 37 38 39 40 41 42
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 4 5 6 5 6 7 2 3 4 3 4 5
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 4 5 6 3 4 5 3 4 5 2 3 4
"  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 7 7 2 8 8 1 3 3 1 5
"  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 8 8 8 8 8 8 2 2 2 2 2
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 7 5 6 7 5 6 6 3 5 5 2 4
R e c o v e ra b ility 4 5 6 4 5 6 2 3 4 2 3 4
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 5 7 7 5 6 8 4 5 5 4 5
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t r u c t 3 4 5 4 5 6 4 5 5 2 3 4
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 4 3 3 3 2 2 6 5 5 4 3
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 7 7 7 9 9 9 5 5 5 7 7 7
* D a ta  lo ca lity  O p t im a l 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 6 7 9 6 7 9 4 5 7 5 6 8
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 6 8 6 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 6 7 5 7 8 2 4 5 3 5 6
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a ls 34 46 48 35 49 51 25 33 35 26 36 38
A t t r ib u te 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 4 5 6 5 6 7 4 5 6 5 C 7
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 4
*  D e s ig n  F le x ib ility 4 5 6 3 4 5 4 5 6 3 4 5
*  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 6 6 2 7 7 2 7 7 2 8 6
* F a u lt  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 8 6 7 7 5 6 7 5 6 7 5 6
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 5 6 7 5 6 7 4 5 6 4 5 6
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 5 7 7 5 8 8 5 7 7 5 8 8
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 3 4 5 4 5 6 3 4 5 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 3 2 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 1
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 6 6 6 8 8 8 7 7 7 9 9 9
*  D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 4 5 8 6 7 9 7 8 9 7 8 9
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n tic  Q u e ry 6 8 8 7 9 9 6 8 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 6 7 5 7 8 4 6 7 5 7 8
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a ls 35 46 48 36 49 51 37 49 51 38 52 54
"  i n d i c a t e d  c r i t ic a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  t y p e s  a r e  fis ted by  n u m b e r  in A p p e n d i x  B
c o m p a r i s o n  r a t i n g s  a r e  r e l a t i v e  to  all  c la sses
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2.9.4 C lass 4
A t t r i b u te 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66
* D a t a  A v a ila b ili ty 2 4 4 2 4 4 5 8 9 5 8 9
P r o c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 6 6 6 2 2 2 6 6 6
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 6 7 5 6 7
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 3 5 5 3 5 5 6 8 8 5 7 7
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 7 7 7 7
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 7 4 6 6 3 5 9 7 8 8 6 7
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 4 5 6 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 7 7
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 4 5 6 5 6 7 7 8 9 5 6 7
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 9 8 8 7 6 6 5 5 5 4 4
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 5 5 5 7 7 7 6 6 6 8 8 8
* D a t a  lo c a l ity  O p t im a l 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m i t te d  D a ta 3 4 6 4 5 7 3 4 7 5 6 8
"  S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 4 6 6 5 7 7
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 3 4 4 5 7 7 4 5 5 7 9 9
T O T A L S  o f  c r i t ic a l  o n ly 27 36 34 29 35 39 39 49 51 40 50 52
A t t r i b u t e 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
*  D a t a  A v a ila b ili ty 5 8 9 5 8 9 4 6 6 4 6 6
P r o c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 6 6 6 2 2 2 6 6 6
"  D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 6 7 8 6 7 8 5 6 7 5 6 7
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 6 6 8 5 7 7 3 5 5 3 5 5
“  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 3 3
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 8 6 7 8 6 7 7 4 6 6 3 5
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 6 7 8 6 7 8 4 5 6 4 5 6
*  S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 9 9
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 6 7 8 5 6 7 3 4 5 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 6 5 5 5 4 4 6 7 7 5 5
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 7 7 7 9 9 9 5 5 5 7 7 7
*  D a t a  lo c a l ity  O p t im a l 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m i t te d  D a ta 6 7 9 6 7 9 4 5 7 6 8
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 6 8 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 5 5 7 9 9 3 4 4 7 7
T O T A L S  o f c ri t ic a ls 42 52 54 43 53 54 35 44 45 37 46 47
A t t r i b u te 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
* D a ta  A v a ila b ili ty 5 8 9 5 8 9 5 8 9 5 8 9
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 2 2 2 6 6 6 2 2 2 6 6 6
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 7 8 9 6 7 8 7 8 9 C 7 8
"  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 6 8 8 5 7 7 6 8 8 5 7 7
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 7 7 7 7 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 9
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 9 7 8 8 6 7 8 6 7 8 6 7
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 7 8 9 7 8 9 6 7 8 C 7 8
”  S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 7 8 8 8 9 9 7 8 6 7 8 6
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 6 7 8 4 5 6 5 6 7 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 5 4 4 4 3 3 5 4 4 4 3 3
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 6 6 6 8 8 8 7 7 7 9 9 9
* D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 4 5 8 6 7 9 7 8 9 7 8 9
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 6 8 8 7 9 9 6 6 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 5 5 7 9 9 4 5 5 7 9 9
T O T A L S  o f c r i t ic a ls 41 56 58 46 56 58 48 58 63 47 57 56
* i n d i c a t e d  c r i t ic a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  t y p e s  a r e  l i s te d  by n u m b e r  in A p p e n d i x  B
c o m p a r i s o n  r a t i n g s  a r c  r e l a t i v e  t o  all c las ses
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2.9.5 Class 5
A tt r ib u te 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102
"  D a ta  A v a ila b ility 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 8 8 5 8 8
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 3 7 7 7
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ility 3 4 5 2 3 4 4 5 6 3 4 5
*  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 3 3 3 6 6 2 7 7 2 8 8
*  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L og 5 2 4 4 1 3 7 5 6 6 4 5
R e c o v e ra b ility 3 4 5 3 4 5 6 7 8 6 7 8
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 7 7
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 5
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 6 5 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g S 5 5 7 7 7 6 6 6 8 8 8
*  D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 3 4 6 4 5 7 3 4 7 5 6 8
"  S u p p o r t  S e m a n tic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 4 6 6 5 7 7
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 3 4 4 6 8 8 4 5 5 8 9 9
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a l  on ly 24 33 34 27 37 38 33 49 47 34 50 49
A t t r ib u te 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 5 8 8 5 8 8 3 5 5 3 5 5
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 3 7 7 7
* D esig n  F le x ib ility 4 5 6 J 3 4 5 3 4 5 2 3 4
* F a u lt  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 7 7 2 8 8 3 3 3 6 6
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 8 8 8 8 8 8 2 2 2 2 2 2
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  Log 6 4 5 6 4 5 5 2 4 4 1 3
R e c o v e ra b ility 5 6 7 5 6 7 3 4 5 3 4 5
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 7 8 8 8 9 9
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 2 3 4 3 4 5 3 4 4 1 2 3
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 3 2 2 2 1 1 5 4 4 3 2 2
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 7 7 7 9 9 9 5 5 5 7 7 7
■ D a ta  lo c a lity  O p tim a l 7 8 8 7 6 8 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 6 7 9 6 7 9 4 5 7 6 8 4
*  S u p p o r t  S e m a n tic  Q u e ry 4 C 6 5 7 7 6 8 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 5 5 8 9 9 3 4 4 6 8 8
T O T A L S  o f c r i t ic a l  only 35 48 49 36 50 51 29 38 39 33 42 43
A t t r ib u te 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126
” D a ta  A v a ila b ility 5 8 8 5 8 8 5 8 8 5 8 8
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 7 7 7 3 3 3 7 7 7
* D esign  F le x ib ility 4 5 6 3 4 5 4 5 6 3 4 5
■ F a u lt  T o le ra n c e  C P U 2 7 7 2 8 8 2 7 7 2 8 8
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 8 8 8 8 8
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  Log 7 5 6 6 4 5 6 4 6 6 4 5
R e c o v e ra b ility 6 7 8 6 7 8 5 6 7 5 6 7
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 7 8 8 8 9 9 7 8 8 6 9 9
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s tru c t 2 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 3 4 5
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 2 1 1 1 0 0 2 1 1 1 0 0
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W eig h tin g 6 C 6 8 8 8 7 7 7 9 9 9
* D a ta  lo ca lity  O p tim a l 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 6 9 9
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 4 5 8 6 7 9 7 8 9 7 8 9
■ S u p p o r t  S e m a n tic  Q u e ry 6 8 8 7 9 9 6 8 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 3 4 4 8 9 9 3 4 4 8 9 9
T O T A L S  o f c r i t ic a ls 38 51 52 39 53 54 40 53 54 41 55 58
* i n d i c a t e d  c r i t ic a l  c h a ra c t e r i s t i c s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  ty p e s  a r e  l is ted by  n u m b e r  in A p p e n d i x  B
c o m p a r i s o n  r a t i n g s  a r e  r e la ti ve  t o  all  c lasses
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9.6 Class 6
A tt r ib u te 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 136
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 3 5 5 3 5 5 5 6 8 5 8 8
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 8 8 8 3 3 3 8 8 6
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ili ty 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 6 7 5 6 7
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 3 6 6 3 6 6 3 9 9 3 8 8
* F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  L o g 6 3 5 5 2 4 8 6 7 7 5 6
R e c o v e ra b ili ty 4 5 6 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 5 6 6 6 7 7
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t r u c t 4 5 6 5 6 7 7 8 9 5 6 7
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 8 7 7 6 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 3
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 5 5 5 7 7 7 6 6 6 8 8 8
* D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 6 7 7 6 7 7 7 8 8 7 8 8
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 3 4 6 4 5 7 3 4 7 5 6 8
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 4 6 6 5 7 7
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 3 4 4 6 8 8 4 5 5 8 9 9
T O T A L S  o f c r i t ic a l  on ly 27 37 38 29 39 40 35 49 50 37 50 51
A t t r ib u te 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 5 8 6 5 8 8 3 5 5 3 5 5
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 8 8 8 3 3 3 8 8 8
* D e s ig n  F le x ib ility 6 7 8 6 7 6 5 6 7 5 6 7
•  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 3 9 9 3 6 8 3 6 6 3 6 6
*  F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 8 6 8 8 6 8 2 2 2 2 2 2
E as ily  S u p p o r t  L og 7 5 6 7 5 6 6 3 5 5 2 4
R e c o v e ra b ility 6 7 B 6 7 6 4 5 6 4 5 C
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p tim iz . 5 6 6 6 7 7 5 8 8 8 9 9
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 6 7 6 5 6 7 3 4 5 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 5 4 4 4 3 3 7 6 6 5 4 4
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 7 7 7 9 9 9 5 5 5 7 7 7
"  D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 8 8 7 B 8
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 6 7 9 6 7 9 4 5 7 5 6 8
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n tic  Q u e ry 4 6 6 5 7 7 6 8 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 5 5 8 9 9 3 4 4 6 6 8
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a l  on ly 38 52 53 40 53 54 31 43 44 35 45 46
A t t r ib u te 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162
* D a ta  A v a ila b ility 5 8 8 5 6 8 5 8 8 5 8 8
P ro c e s s o r  S p e e d u p 3 3 3 8 8 8 3 3 3 8 8 8
“ D e s ig n  F le x ib ility 7 8 9 6 7 8 7 8 9 6 7 8
“ F a u l t  T o le ra n c e  C P U 3 9 9 3 8 8 3 9 9 3 6 8
* F a u lt  T o le ra n c e  C o m m . 6 6 C 6 6 6 8 8 8 6 8 8
E a s ily  S u p p o r t  Log 8 6 7 7 5 6 7 5 6 7 5 6
R e c o v e ra b ility 7 8 9 7 8 9 6 7 8 6 7 8
* S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  O p t im iz . 7 8 8 8 9 9 7 8 8 7 8 6
S u p p o r t  D y n a m  R e s t ru c t 6 7 8 4 5 6 5 6 7 4 5 6
S u p p o r t  M o n ito r in g 4 3 3 3 2 2 4 3 3 3 2 2
S u p p o r t  Q u e ry  W e ig h tin g 6 6 6 8 8 8 7 7 7 9 9 9
M D a ta  lo c a lity  O p t im a l 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9 8 9 9
N o n e  C o m m it te d  D a ta 4 5 8 6 7 9 7 8 9 7 8 9
* S u p p o r t  S e m a n t ic  Q u ery 6 8 6 7 9 9 C 6 8 7 9 9
T o ta l  T im e  S p e e d u p 4 5 5 8 9 9 4 5 5 8 9 9
T O T A L S  of c r i t ic a l  on ly 42 56 57 43 56 57 44 58 59 44 57 58
i n d ic a t e d  c ri t ic a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n  t y p e s  a re  l is ted  by n u m b e r  in A p p e n d i x  B
c o m p a r i s o n  r a t i n g s  a re  re l a t i v e  to  all c lasses
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3.1 E xpert System  C om ponent Interfaces
N etw ork
A l l  p r o c e « t a t  « 1 U
Q u a y  Optimizer
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R eq u o t Evaluator
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In te rfac e
Internal Query 
Manager
Internal
Queue M anaga
Figure 3.1: Expert System Component Interfaces
3S
3.2 E xpert System  P roposed  E nhancem ents
• Support Dynamic Fragmentation.
• Reduce the Design/Redesign effort and overhead.
• Dynamic Query Optimization through Semantics.
• Expand flexability of query language.
• Increase performance1 in both the distributed and non-distributed environ­
ments.
• Enhanced Node Recovery.
3 .3  E x p e r t S y s te m ’s K e y  P r o c e ss in g  C o m p o n en ts .
The proposed Expert System will be presented in two fashions. First in a descrip­
tive text format that verbally describes the components and the purpose for each. 
Secondly in a pseudo code format that does not require the syntactical knowledge 
of a specific language to understand more details of the process, and to be used for 
determining time complexity.
A point to be established before the reader continues is that in the commercial 
marketplace in any type of system several excellent monitoring products are available 
to analyze and make suggestions concerning performance and tuning. The key to this 
observation is that these components are an optional and expensive item. Although 
these products may produce information to improve systems performance much like 
an Expert System, they lack three major characteristics. First, since these products 
are optional and generally a third party vendor 2 item they lack true connectivity 
which leads to inefficiencies. Second, instead of dynamically restructuring and tuning 
the system to increase performance, all actions must be manually translated and 
pass through logical evaluation again, even though the product may be very precise 
in its recommendations3. Third, but most important is tha t historical reporting if 
produced, is rarely used to tailor the system in attem pts to restructure the hardware as
some systems, depending on frequency of actions and dynamic nature of system
2Even ’IBM business partners’ lack this quality
3Omegamon,Insight,IBM’s Bauchman Tools..
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well as data allocations to attain optimal system performance. This last observation 
is made from experience not only in database related applications but also operating 
system and networking applications.
• Transaction Manager Interface.
The Transaction Manager Interface’s sole purpose is to accept queries to, and 
pass modified queries from the interface. It will accept by reference the query 
which is destine to be processed by the database backend processor, generally 
the QUEL or SQL processor. First stage packeting takes place and a unique 
transaction ID is assigned.
• Initial Request Evaluator.
The reason this module is not referred to as the Initial Query Evaluator is that 
there is the possibility that requests will not always be queries, it is necessary 
to support alter and report capabilities since the physical and logical structure 
will not always be what is precieved by the user. Second stage packeting occurs 
here to parse out original request and build a structure of the query conducive 
to coprocessing.
• Semantic Query Optimizer.
The Semantic Query Optimizer is in a sense the key component to the entire 
system. The Semantic Query Optimizer not only uses tuple relational algebra 
to guarantee optimum performance, but is also responsible for interfacing with 
the Prior Request Manager, the System Database Status Manager and Multiple 
Processor Status Manager to translate and packet the original query or action 
to reflect current physical and logical configuration.
The Semantic Query Optimizer will parse the original request out into a useable 
form, translate the request into an equivalent action by using information from 
system tables and information stored in other tables by the Expert System 
to augment the functionality of these tables. Each action is logged and acted 
upon to ensure integrity in the actual logical structure. Once the action has 
been translated, appropriate actions taken, the management tables updated, 
and all actions logged, the translated action is inserted into the Internal Queue 
Manager’s queue with a priority to be passed to the QUEL or SQL processor'1.
4Dependent upon implementation
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• Internodal Request Manager.
Manages the transfer of requests between each of the nodes in the distributed 
version of the Expert System. It interfaces directly with the Internal Queue 
Manager at each node, and during remote node failure helps to coordinate the 
data recreation process set out by the Reconstruction Manager.
• Internal Time Manager.
Maintains activity keypoints for system, internal and internodal timeout con­
dition checking. Interfaced by Prior Request Manager, and Internal Queue 
Manager to decide global system status.
• Internal Query Manager.
In a completely integrated Expert System5, the Internal Query Manager would 
handle request to SQL or QUEL backend on your behalf. It would also handle 
buffering of tasks in timesharing, this would allow several task to be concurrent, 
even in a single processor environment.
• Internal Queue Manager.
Handles the multi-task environment by prioritizing the request packets that 
have entered its queue. Also handles determination of packeting completion for 
root-children packets.
• System Database Manager.
This module and its subordinates maintain information about all tables and 
databases in the system. Such information as database and table location in 
the distributed system, last accessed information, lock information and like 
information are all maintained and updated by this module.
• Prior Request Manager.
This module and its subordinates are used to maintain relative action infor­
mation, and pertinent information about prior requests and transient tables. 
This information is used to alter actions to reduce the redundant or partially 
redundant actions by joining transiently held data by data retrieved to support 
the entire action. This module uses predetermined limits to determine length 
of residency and size of transient tables.
5One that does not require the passing method as we modeled
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• Log Manager.
Although it may seem that logging in a system does not justify a specific focus 
on log management, this module and its subordinates play a major role in main­
taining transient integrity and remote site reconstruction at site failure. The 
Log Manager receives and returns logging requests by the processing system. It 
must work as an autonomous subsystem to all system modules.
• Reconstruction Manager.
The Reconstruction Manager sees its major impact and contribution when a 
remote node in the distributed system becomes unavailable in reference to the 
entire system. The Reconstruction Manager will be used to recreate a nodes 
database by prior replication of data and using the Database Status Manager 
and log to create duplicate tables and databases to become available with full 
integrity until the lost node in the distributed system becomes available again.
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3 .4  P se u d o  C o d e  o f  E x p e r t S y ste m
The following section represents the functions of the expert system in a more detailed 
fashion by describing the logical flow represented by a C type pseudo code. Figure 3.1 
can be used to visualize the interactions of the modules representing the subfunctions 
of the expert system.
3.4.1 Transaction M anager
Transaction-Manager-Interface(pointer) 
transaction-record-in ^pointer;
/* Main duty of Transaction Manager Interface is to buffer the
requests entering the Expert System at local node, from
local transaction interface. It also handles the buffering
of returned information (Pseudo code not shown here),
so there are two distinct paths
through the Manager which reduce the complexity.
Also creates first level of packeting and assigned unique transaction ID. */
{ /* global variable */
GLOBAL request-queue-pointer *rq-pointer; 
if (pointer != NULL) /* must test for null request */
Log-Request(’initiaP,pointer); 
rq-pointer =  Get-Space(length(pointer));
/* get pointer to free space to store new request 
(possibly available buffer pool space or 
even C chained storage) */ 
rq-pointer.transaction-request = pointer; 
rq-pointer. request-type =  Simple-parse(pointer); 
rq-pointer. tranid =  Unique-id();
Initial-Request-Evaluator(rq-pointer);
else
Error-routine( ’null-input’, message-number, pointer);
/* null input causing error */
} ;
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Simple-parse(pointer) 
char *pointer;
/* Simple parse returns query type, for direct parsing.
Since first word must always be a reserved word, 
and will reflect operation request, (and also 
misspellings ), would also allow acceptance of 
RET for RETRIEVE,ect. */
{
char hold-char; 
char *hold-pointer; 
char *first-word; 
int i;
while (*hold-pointer != ”) *holdpointer++; /* remove blanks */
if (hold-char > =  ’A’ and hold-char < =  ’Z’) hold-char =  hold-char — ’A’ +  ’a’;
/* convert to lower case for compare */ 
switch (hold-char) {
case V  : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key (1).key word)) > 0 )
return(’R ’); /* retrieve */
if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(2).keyword)) > 0 ) 
return(’U’); /* replace */ 
re tum (’E’); /* error... */ 
break;
case ’a’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(3).keyword)) > 0 )
return(’A’); /* append */
if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(10).keyword)) > 0 ) 
return(’S’); /* system request ’ALTER’ */ 
return(’E’); /* error... */ 
break;
case ’d’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(4).keyword)) > 0 )
return(’D’); /* delete */
if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(S).keyword)) > 0 ) 
return(’G’); /* define */ 
if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(9).keyword)) > 0 ) 
return(’V’); /* destroy */
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return(’E’); /* error ... */ 
break;
case ’p ’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(5).key word)) > 0 )
return(’P ’); /* print */ 
return(’E’); /*  error ... */ 
break;
case ’c’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(6).keyword)) > 0 )
return(’C’); /* create */ 
return(’E’); /*  error ... */ 
break;
c a se ’m ’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(7).keyword)) > 0 )
return(’M’); /* modify */ 
re turn(’E’); /* error ... */ 
break;
case ’1’ : if (( i =  strcmp(hold-pointer,key(ll).keyword)) > 0 )
return(’L’); /* reporting functions */ 
return(’E’); /* error ... */ 
break;
default : return(’E’); /* if none of above error also */
break;
} ;  
};
3.4 .2  In itia l R eq u est M anager
Initial-Request-Evaluator(rq-pointer) 
transaction-record-in *rq-pointer;
{
int priority;
direct-type *new-request;
switch (rq-pointer.request-type) {
case ’R’ : new-request =  Getspace-Retrieve(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’IT : new-request =  Getspace-Replace(rq-pointer); 
break;
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case ’A’ : new-request =  Getspace-Append(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’D’ : new-request =  Getspace-Delete(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’P ’ : new-request =  Getspace-Print(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’C’ : new-request =  Getspace-Create(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’M’ : new-request =  Getspace-Modify(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’G’ : new-request =  Getspace-Define(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’V’ : new-request =  Getspace-Destroy(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’S’ : new-request =  Getspace-System(rq-pointer); 
break;
case ’L’ : new-request =  Getspace-Report(rq-pointer); 
break;
Log-Request( ’Evaluate’ ,tran-id,rq-pointer);
new-request =  (Parse(rq-pointer)); /* parses request into packets labeled
as database, table within database, 
predicates used in query, columns 
used in predicates, columns needed 
to service query ... Or creates 
system query packet */
if (new-request.request-type = =  ’S’ or new-request.request-type = =  ’L’ )
Prioritize-System-Request(new-request);
Internal-Query-Manager(’I’,new-request);
else
Semantic-Query-Optimizer (new- request);
};
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Unique-id();
{
/* each node will have a specific node number to be masked into 
transaction ID for originating node identification */ 
int trannum; 
global int high-tran-id; 
high-tran-id++;
trannum =  Shiftleft(hightran-id,2); 
return(trannum =  Mask(01,Shiftright(trannum,2)));
}
Prioritize-System-Request(new-request) 
parse-system *new-request;
/* There are several types of ’system4 related request necessary 
in a DB system. They must be separated out into groups so 
that certain ’groups’ of request obtain highest overall system 
priority, even to extent of interrupting active requests.
An example of high priority system request would be a request 
to stop all remote accesses, or terminate the subsystem, or 
manually purge out a transaction.
Second level priority would be a display of system configuration 
for reference, manually increasing the priority of a specific 
request, or altering configuration defaults.
V
{
switch (new.request.system-request.action) { 
case ’1’ : return(450);
break; 
case ’2’ : return(475);
break; 
case ’3’ : return(500);
break; 
case ’4’ : return(525);
break; 
case ’5’ : return(550);
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break; 
case ’6’ : return(575);
break; 
case ’7’ : return(600); 
break;
} ;  
} ;
3 .4 .3  Log M anager
Log-Request (pointer) 
log-record ^pointer;
{
char *read-record; 
char *return-code;
WRITE:
return-code =  write-record(pointer); 
if return-code is ’log is full’
.25in {
return-code =  SWITCH-LOG(); 
if return-code is ’ok Ivl 1’
HALT-SYSTEM (return-code);
/* logs full, I/O  interface down */ 
else {
if return-code is ’ok lvl 2’
return-code =  SWITCH-LOG(); 
else {
if return-code is ’not ok’
HALT-SYSTEM(return-code); 
/* problem switching logs */
else
GOTO WRITE;
}
}
else {
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if return-code is ’good’
{
return-code =  READ-LOG-RECORD(record,’previous’); 
if return-code =  ’good’
{
return-code =  COMPARE-LOG-RECORD(pointer,record); 
if return-code is ’not good’
{
return-code =  SWITHC-LOG(); 
if return-code is ’not good’
HALT-SYSTEM(return-code);
else
{
LO G-REQUEST (101 ,log-write-error);
GOTO WRITE;
}
}
else
/* compare is good */ 
return(return-code);
}
else /*  read of written log record is bad */
{
return-code =  SWITCH-LOG(); 
if return-code is ’not good’
HALT-SYSTEM(return-code); 
else {
LOG-REQUEST(101,log-read-after-written-error, 
ignore possible previous log message);
GOTO WRITE;
}
}
else
return(return-code);
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Parse(pointer);
transaction-record-in ^pointer;
{
/* Requests will be parsed out into ’packets’ used to:
1) Optimize processing of request through Expert System 
(An attem pt to reduce the overhead)
2) Allow for multi-DB queries to be serviced in a system 
that may not currently support more than one DB to be 
used per query (INGRES, POSTGRES)
3) Support the first level of translation for the dynamic 
structuring facility of the Expert System
4) Prepare for manual semantic optimization if necessary,
(The fact is that even some of the more advanced RDBMS 
do not attem pt to restructure the initial query for 
efficiency )
A parser could be built using LEX or hand written to 
parse a string based upon the semantic rules of a given 
language. We hand wrote a parser based upon the semantic 
rules given in section 4.1.5 for QUEL. ( We wrote our parser 
by hand because of the overhead induced by such products as 
LEX). */
The parser even though hand written and based upon section 4.1.5 parser 
requirements is really too long in even pseudo code to include here.
If you understand the principles of compiler construction and could 
follow the Simple-Parsers workings, it is not hard to visualize 
what the full parser looks like. Also, the parser is highly 
subsystem dependent and based on the access method language, keywords, 
which change from system to system. The important point to realize is 
that an efficient parser could be generated for every system
} ;
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3.4 .4  Sem antic Q uery O ptim izer
Semantic-Query-Optimizer(new-request) 
direct-type *new-request;
/* set priority of request based upon:
1) if verification of db, comm link ect.
2) process verification ( is process still going?)
3) request for query only
a) if attributes for query keys or not 
1) quantity of search limits
b) amount of space needed to service
c) if internodal request
d) if part of a prior request that a temp dataset 
still exists
4) request for insert ( must notify all nodes that 
have requested range that would include this insert)
5) request for replacement
( must also notify the same as insert )
6) request for delete
( must also notify the same as insert )
Implements techniques of semantic query optimization 
through tuple relational calculus. Also works with 
dependency rules to define minimum subquery structure, 
taking into consideration the geographical locality 
of the data
Sends queries to Queue Manager, Designed as a root query, 
and child queries where a ” child query” is completed the 
parent query is notified, when all dependent queries are 
satisfied, then the root query is finished and a response is 
produced. If a parent query finds that a child query is 
taking too long and is holding up completion of entire 
query then a request to bump up the priority on a dependent 
’’child” query is made.
7
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{
char *request-to-system, ^response; 
char answer;
transaction-root-identifier-link * converted-request;
/* shown only is the retrieve path, all others are similar but much simpler */ 
answer =  Check-tables(new-request); 
if ( answer =  ’N’)
N o-translate(new-request);
if (new-request.request-type =  ’R ’)
{
Temp-tbl =  Chase-chains-retrieve(new-request.retrieve-request); 
converted-request =  Build-response-retrieve(new-request.retrieve-request,
Temp-tbl);
answer =  System-db-status-manager(’L’,converted-request); 
if answer =  ’N’;
Error(’tables unavailable’, 108,converted-request); 
Reconstruction-Manager(answer);
/* must be expanded to retry with other table combinations */ 
if ( converted-request = =  NULL)
Error(’No data qualified found’,109,converted-request);
Assign-priori ty (converted-request);
Prior-request-manager(converted-request);
Internal-queue-manager(’I’, converted-request);
} ;  
};
Chase-chains-retrieve(request) 
parse-retrieve ^request;
{
/* first chase the predicate chain and build first stage list of tables that 
are eligible for retrieval, then chase attribute list to create final list of 
tables needed to complete request service. Then determine smallest table to
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search, then convert table names into packet equivalent table-names and quit. */
char ^smallest;
char *Temp-Tl, Temp-T2;
predicate-list *pred;
attribute-list *attrib;
pred =  request.predicate-list; 
if ( pred != NULL )
{
Temp-Tl =  Get-temp-table();
Retrieve into unique Temp-Tl ( Eattribute.relid, Eattribute.attribute) 
where (Eattribute.table = =  pred.table or
(Eattribute.relid = =  Erelation.tbl-name and Erelation.frg-of = =  pred.table)) 
( Eattribute.attribute = =  pred.attribute) and 
( ’CONSTRAINT LIST’ ) 
pred =  pred.nxt-ptr;
Do while ( pred != NULL )
{
Temp-T2 =  Get-temp-table();
Retrieve into unique Temp-T2 ( Eattribute.relid, Eattribute.attribute) 
where (Eattribute.table = =  pred.table or 
( Eattribute.relid =  Erelation.tbl-name and 
Erelation.frag-of = =  pred.table ) and 
( Eattribute.relid = =  Temp-Tl.relid ) and 
( Eaatribute.attribute = =  pred.attribute ) and 
( ’CONSTRAINT LIST’)
Copy(Temp-T2, Temp-tl); 
pred =  pred.nxt-ptr;
}
} ;
/* Temp-Tl now contains reduced list of tables to search, now we need to 
chase the attribute list to finalize all tables needed */
Do while ( attrib != NULL )
{
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Append into unique Temp-Tl ( Eattribute.relid, Eattribute.attribute ) 
where ( Eattribute.table = =  attrib.table or 
( Eattribute.relid = =  Erelation.tbl-name and 
Erelation.frag-of = =  attrib.table )) and 
( Eattribute.attribute = =  attrib.attribute ) 
attrib =  attrib.nst-ptr;
} ;
return(Tem p-Tl);
} ; /*  end of chase-chain-retrieve */
Build-response-retrieve(request,Temp-Tbl) 
parse-request ^request; 
char * Temp-tbl;
{
int size;
size =  Sizeof(Temp-tbl) /*  size of deals with frags, if 2 tables in Temp-Tl
but equivalent to 1 table, then counts as 1 table, 
the other routines must account for this */ 
if ( size = =  0 ) return(Null) ; 
else
return (Build-parent-child-retrieve(request,Temp-Tl));
};
Build-parent-child-retrieve(request,Temp-tbl) 
char *Temp-tbl; 
parse-retrieve *request;
{
extern-table * external-table; 
char *table;
transaction-root-identifier-link * con verted;
external-table =  External-build(Temp-tbl); /* builds attributed related
for each packet */ 
return( converted =  Translate-retrieve(external-table,request);
} ;
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3.4.5 P rior ity  R eq uest M anager
Prior-request-manager(converted) 
transaction-root-identifier-link * converted;
{
/* i/o  can also contain an acknowledgment this database 
will be used again.... date,time,other info
Prior request manager not only tracks and maintains 
temporary database/fragment information, but decides 
if temporary space allocation for dataset is to be 
kept. Must work off of a dynamic ’system request’ 
to alter amount of storage used for temporary 
datasets. */
int size;
size =  Calculate-size(converted); 
if (Eligible-for-temp (converted));
Convert-to-into-select(converted) /*  for creating transient tables */ 
Replace (Etemp.size = =  Etemp.size - size ) where Etemp.table =  ’Avail’; 
} ;
Convert-to-into- select (converted) 
transaction-root-identifier-link * converted;
{ /* convert plain retrieve into a ...
RETRIEVE into TEMP-TABLE, and then
SELECT TEMP-TABLE, so that transient table created
actually these two operations could
be going on at the same time if
embedded into the RDBMS */
} ;
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Eligible-for-temp(converted) 
transaction-root-identifier-link converted; 
checks Rlimits of Etemp table against calculated size 
for tables to see if eligible for temp consideration */
{
}
3.4.6 S ystem  D B  S ta tu s M anager
System-db-Status-Manager(Req,List) 
char Req;
direct-request *List;
{
/* tracks database/table fragmentation and geographical 
distribution and uses the database record structure 
to decide locality of data. Manages recovery or 
reorganization process by maintaining attribute 
information.
Uses the log manager, and works with reconstruction 
manager on node failure to reconstruct the 
database/table at another site.
*/
if ( Req = =  ’L’ ) return ( Lock-table(List) ); 
of ( Req = =  ’U’ ) return ( Unlock-table(list) ) ; 
if ( Req = =  ’F ’ ) return ( Lock-table(List) ) ;
} ;
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3 .4 .7  Internal Q ueue M anager
Internal-queue-manager(Req, pointer) 
char Req;
pass-record *pointer;
/* must handle interface with internodal request manager,
’R’ type records are from or to remote sites,
’I’ type records are inserts into queue from local node 
’A’ are from the internal query manager for an answer
{
if ( Req = =  ’A’ ) /*  answer local or remote */
{
if ( tranid(pointer) = =  ’child’ )
{
subtract-one-from-parent(pointer);
mark-tran-id-complete(pointer.tran-id);
}
if ( tranid(pointer) = =  ’parent’ )
Complete(tranid) /*' send results to either internodal request manager 
or transaction interface manager */
} ;
if ( Req = =  ’I’ ) /* insert type */
{
Insert-in-queue(pointer);
Internal-query-manager (pointer, converted-request,tranid);
} ;
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3.4.8 In ternal Q uery M anager
Internal-query-manager(pointer,id) 
char *pointer; 
int id;
/* sends and receives request to Relation Database System on Expert Systems behalf. 
Uses access control block structure of operating system to request services */ 
control-block-struct *answer; 
answer RDBMS(pointer) ;
Internal-queue-manager(’A’,Reformatted(answer));
};
3.4.9 R econ stru ction  M anager
Reconstruction-manager(answer) 
char * answer;
{
/*
initials and lends recovery of databases/tables 
fragments after nodal failure or ’system request’ 
take-over for a predefined nodal outage or when 
it is decided that a nodal failure has occurred.
7
answer =  Notify(’table unavailable’, Table-list); 
if ( answer = =  ’wait’ )
Wait(’Time’);
Reconstruction-manager (answer); 
if ( answer = =  ’reconstruct’ )
Recall-archives-alternate-site(Table-list);
Rebuild(Table-list);
} ;
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3.4.10 In ternodal R eq uest M anager
Internodal-request-manager(Req, pointer) 
char Req; 
char ^pointer;
/*  buffers and retrieves request to and from the other 
geographically located nodes. Maintains necessary message 
passing to secure a stable communications network.
7
{
if ( Req = =  ’S’ ) /* send */ 
Send-to(pointer. node, pointer); 
if ( Req = =  ’R’ ) /* receive */ 
Internal-queue-manager (’ A ’,pointer); 
} ;
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3.5 R ecord T ypes for E xpert System
type transaction-record-in (
char *transaction-request;
char request-type;
int tran-id;
) trans-record-in;
type transaction-record-out (
char 
char 
int 
int
) trans
type direct-type (
char request-type;
parse-create *create-request; 
parse-retrieve *retrieve-request; 
parse-replace ^replace-request; 
parse-append *append-request; 
parse-modify *modify-request; 
parse-delete *delete-request; 
parse-print *print-request; 
parse-define *define-request; 
parse-destroy *destroy-request; 
parse-alter *alter-request; 
parse-report *report-request;
) direct-record;
type transaction-root-identifier-link (
transaction-root-identifier *root;
transaction-child-identifier-link *first-child; 
) trans-root-link-record;
request-type;
*transaction-answer;
tran-id;
return-code;
-record-out;
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type transaction-child-identifier-link (
transaction-child-identifier 
transaction-child-identifier-link 
) trans-root-link-record;
type parse-create (
char request-type;
int tran-id;
char *node;
char ^database;
char *table;
char *prefix;
frag-list *frag-link;
temp-list *temp-link;
int journaling;
char *original-request;
) parse-create-record;
type frag-list (
frag-list *nxt-ptr;
char ^attribute;
int structure;
char *Lchar;
char *Hchar;
int Lint;
int Hint;
int Lcycle;
int H cycle;
int key;
) frag-record;
type temp-list (
temp-list *nxt-ptr;
char *attribute;
int limit;
) temp-record;
*child;
*nxt-child;
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type parse-retrieve
type attribute-list
type predicate-list
type preddel-list
(
char request-type;
int tran-id;
int unique;
char *into-table;
attribute-list *attribute-link; 
predicate-list *predicate-link; 
) parse-retrieve-record;
(
attribute-list *nxt-ptr; 
char *node;
char *database;
char *table;
char *prefix;
char ^attribute;
) attribute-record;
(
predicate-list *nxt-ptr; 
char *node;
char ^database;
char *table;
char ^prefix;
char *attribute;
constraint-list *constraint-ptr; 
) predicate-record;
(
preddel-list *nxt-ptr; 
char *attribute;
constraint-list *constraint-ptr; 
) preddel-record;
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type constraint-list
type parse-replace
type attrib-list
type parse-delete
constraint-list *nxt-ptr; 
char operator;
int Cint;
char *Cchar;
char ^constraint;
) temp-record;
(
char request-type;
int tran-id;
char *node;
char ^database;
char *table;
char *prefix;
attrib-list *attribute-link; 
predicate-list *predicate-link; 
) parse-replace-record;
(
attrib-list *nxt-ptr; 
char *attribute;
char *Cvalue;
int lvalue;
) at tribute-record;
(
char request-type;
int tran-id;
char *node;
char ^database;
char *table;
char *prefix;
predicate-list *predicate-link; 
) parse-delete-record;
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type parse-append (
char request-type;
int tran-id;
char *node;
char *database;
char *table;
char *prefix;
attriba-list *attribute-link
predicate-list *predicate-link; 
) parse-append-record;
type attriba-list (
attriba-list *nxt-ptr; 
char *attribute;
char structure;
char *default-spec;
) attriba-record;
type transaction-root-identifier (
char
int
int
char
char
int
);
request-type;
tran-id;
priority;
*transaction-request; (original request) 
*converted-request;
(converted original request if does not 
break into child packets) 
outstand-child;
(outstanding child packets)
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type transaction-child-identifier (
char
int
int
char
int
);
request-type;
child-tran-id;
priority; ( must be larger than parent ) 
*transaction-request;
(SQL statements to support packet) 
outstand-child;
(outstanding child packets)
type extern-table (
extern-table *nxt-table;
int
attlist
);
U-id;
♦list;
type attlist (
attlist
char
char
);
*nxt-list;
*attribute;
*table;
type pass-record (
char
char
char
int
control-block
int
);
*node;
*service-type;
*request-type;
return-code;
*return-pointer;
tran-id;
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type db-status-record (
int locked-non-locked;
char *node;
char *database;
char *table-name;
char *attribute;
char attribute-structure;
int Linteger;
int Hinteger;
fit Lfloat;
fit Hfloat;
char *Lchar;
char *Hchar;
);
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Figure 3.2: Fragmentation Graphically Depicted
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Enhancem ent : System  Tables
T a b le -N a m e L evel P u r p o s e
E R E L A T IO N 1 A u g m e n t  in fo r m a t io n  s to r e d  a b o u t  t a b le s  to  s u p p o r t  f r a g m e n ta t io n  a n d  t r a n s ie n t  t a b le  m a n a g e m e n t .
E A T T R IB 2 S e c o n d  lev e l o f  f r a g m e n t / t r a n s i e n t  t a b le  s u p p o r t )  s to re s  th re s h o ld  in fo rm a t io n  fo r  a t t r i b u t e s  a n d  H I /L O W 's .
E C H A R -D A T E 3 S p l i t t in g  u p  o f th e  a t t r i b u t e  s to re s  fo r  H I /L O W 's  : C h a r /D a te  fo rm a ts .
E V A R C H A R 3 S p l i t t in g  u p  o f  th e  a t t r i b u t e  s to r e s  fo r  H I /L O W 's  : V a r -c h a r  f o rm a ts  o n ly . ( th is  is  d o n e  to  sav e  sp a c e . )
D B S T A T 0 M a in ta in s  g lo b a l  d a ta b a s e  a n d  ta b le  in fo rm a t io n :  ( in  so m e  R D B M S  th is  is a lr e a d y  a v a ila b le )
E T E M P 0 M a in ta in  in fo rm a t io n  o n  T r a n s ie n t  T a b le  r a n g e  lim its
ERELATION
T b l-N a m e L oc F ra g -o f L o w lim it H ig h lim it
T a b le -A 1 T a b le -A 40 50
T a b le -B 1 T a b le -A 40 50
T a b le -C 1 T a b le -A 40 50
T a b le -D 1 T a b le -C 40 50
T a b le -E 1 T a b le -C 40 50
T a b le - T l 1 T a b le -A 40 50
EA TT R IBU T E
T a b le Loc U -id re lid A t t r ib T y p e L th re s h L cy cle H th re s h H cy cle How Ihi F low F h i
A 1 01 T a b le -B so csec in t 50 ,000 1:00 :35 2 ,000 0 :01 :00 1121349626 296466250 b b
A 1 02 T a b le -B f ir s t-n a m e c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :01 :00 b b b b
A 1 03 T a b le -B la s t -n a m e v c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2 ,0 0 0 0 :01 :00 b b b b
A 1 04 T a b le -B b i r th in t 1,000 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 3 4010 721127 b b
A 1 05 T a b le -B s p o u s e -n a m e c h a r 1,500 1:00:35 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 b b b b
A 1 06 T a b le -B eeo  c o d e in t 1 ,500 6 :00 :35 4 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 1 4 b b
A 1 07 T a b le -B p a y c o d e in t 500 0 :00 :35 3 ,5 0 0 0 :00 :35 0 21 b b
C 1 06 T a b le -D so csec in t 5 0 ,0 0 0 1:00:35 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 297675262 927569721 b b
c 1 09 T a b le -D f ir s t-n a m e c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :01 :00 b b b b
c 1 10 T a b le -D la s t -n a m e v c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 b b b b
c 1 11 T a b le -D b ir th in t 1 ,000 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 260112 780910 b b
c 1 12 T a b le -E s p o u s e -n a m e c h a r 1 ,500 6:00 :35 4 ,000 0 :01 :00 b b b b
A 1 13 T a b lc -E ceo co d e in t 1,500 6:00 :35 4 ,000 0 :01 :00 1 4 b b
c 1 14 T a b le -E p a y c o d e in t 500 0 :00 :35 3 ,500 0 :00 :35 0 21 b b
A 1 15 T a b le - T l s o csec in t 5 0 ,0 0 0 1:00:35 2,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 0 0 0 000000 9 99999999 b b
A 1 16 T a b le - T l f ir s t-n a m e c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 b b b b
A 1 17 T a b le - T l la s t -n a m e v c h a r 8 ,900 1:00:55 2 ,000 0 :0 1 :0 0 1) b b b
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ECHAR-DATE
U -id Low H igh
02 A n n ie W ilm a
05 A llen Z e ld a
00 C la ra Z e ld a
12 A n d y J o s e p h
16 A n n ie Z e ld a
EVAR-CHAR
u-id Low H igh
03 A u g s b u rg M c C o rm a c k
10 E v a n s Z e lle rb au c h
17 A u g s b u rg Z e ile rb au c h
DBSTAT
L o ck ed N o d e D a ta b a s e T a b le A t t r i b u te S t r u c tu r e L o w -ra n g e H ig h -ra n g e
Y A D B 1A T a b le -A so csec in t 1 1 0234512 926342343
Y B D B 1B T a b le -A so c se c in t 2 3 4 4 5 6 6 2 3 756341222
N A D B 1A T a b le -C b ir th in t 340101 780304
Y C D B lC T a b le -C b ir th in t 350701 730213
ETEM P
T a b le R lim it A t t r i b u te Size
T a b le -B 40 p a y c o d e 26,013
T a b le -B 40 p a y c o d e 48,024
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3.7 E xpert System  Packeting
3.7.1 Packeting S tructures
In the life of a request serviced through the Expert System interface the original 
request goes through several transformations so that the Expert System modules can 
manipulate the request. In designing the format, a structure that would allow for 
concurrent processing of the request was foremost in the design. The reader will 
notice that the design often times reflects several levels of chaining, this type of 
structure lends itself to a parallel or at least coprocessing environment.
There is a maximum of four forms of packeting under which the request can un­
dergo. Each of the packet types and a transition to the next packet type are seen in 
the following figures.
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Structure of Packet chain for: Create
Table
Name
O rig in a l
Request
W ith/W ithout
Jo u rn a lin g
Fragment Temporary 
'  ‘ * L is t
D atabase
Name L is tNodeType T ran id
'C re a te  Table-X { A1 -  12;
A2 -  CIO;
A3 -  14;
A4 -  C12;} 
P a r t i c ip a te  { Temp,Frag)
Frag ( Low lim it -  4 0 ,B ig h lim it -  SO;
A ttr ib u te  -  A l,B th re sh  -9 ,999 ,
A ttr ib u te  -  A n,B thresh  -1 ,250  . . . )  
Temp (C o n s tra in t -  A l, L im it -  40; 
C o n s tra in t -  A2, L im it -  20 ;)
Low
Cycle
Sigh
Cycle
S igh
Thresh .
Low
T hresh .A t t r ib u te KeyP tr .
Bigh
T hresh.
Low
Thresh .
Bigh
CycleP t r . KeyA tt r ib u te Cycle
A ttr ib u te L im it
Null
L im itP t r . A ttr ib u te
Null
Figure 3.3: Create Packet Structure
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Structure of packcl cliain fo r : Retrieve.
Attribute
List PredicateListType TableTranid
TableDatabase AttributePrefix
TableDatabase
Name Prefix AttributeNode
Null
Constraint
ListTable AttributeDatabase
Cint Cchar ConstraintOper
Constraint
List
TableNode PrefixDatabase
Cint CcharOper.Null Constraint
ptr Cint ConstraintOper.
Cint CcharOper. Constraint
NullNull
Figure 3.4: Retrieve Packet Structure
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Structure of packet chain for: Replace
T able
Name
P re d ic a te
L i s tA t t r i b u teL i s t
NodeT ra n idType P r e f ix
lv a lu eC valueA t t r i b u teP tr
lvalueCvalueA tt r i b u te
C o n o tra in t
L is tA t t r ib u teP r e f ixNodeP t r . D atabase Table
Null
C o n stra in t
L is t
P r e f ix AttributeP t r . D atabase T ab le
Null
P t r . I  O p e ra to r C in t Cchar C o n s tra in t
I
Null
Figure 3.5: Replace Packet Structure
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Structure orpackct chain Tor: Append
Type Tranid Node
Ptr. Attribute Structure Default Specification
Ptr. Attribute Structure Default Specification
Null
New attributes added to Hie table 
wliich are to also be considered in 
Fragmentation or Tranisicnt Tables 
must be added to (lie System Tables 
using tlie ’ALTER’ command.
Constraint
ListAttributePrefixNode Database Table
Null
Ptr. Oper. Clot Cchar Constraint
Ptr. Oper. Cint Cchar Constraint
I
Null
Figure 3.6: Append Packet Structure
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Structure of Packet Chain for : Delete
Database
Name TableName
Predicate
ListType nodeTranid Prefix
Constraint
ListAttributePtr.
CcharPtr. Operator Cint Constraint
Constraint
ListPtr. Attribute Cint Cchar ConstraintOperatorPtr.
Null
Null
Figure 3.7: Delete Packet Structure
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S tr u c tu r e  o f  th e  I n te r n a l  Q u e u e  P a c k e ts :
O r ig in a l  r e q u e s t*
R e p la c e  (T a b le -A .e e o  = 3 )  
w h e re  T ab le»A .eeo  =  4 ;
(1 ) P a c k e t c r e a te d  a t  T ra n s a c t io n  M a n a g e r :  ( A ssign  re q u e s t  ty p e  a n d  T r a n id  )
O rig in al
X 1237 Request
R ep lac e  (T a b ie * A .c e o  =  3 )  
w h e re  T a b le -A .e e o  =  4 ;
(2 ) I n te r n a l  P o c k e t t ra n s la tio n  a t  In it ia l  R e q u e s t  E v a lu a to r :  ( P a r s e  r e q u e s t )
X 1247 1 DB1 T a h le -A EATTRIKJTB. A ttr ib u teL is t
P red ica te
b ie t
P tr . 1 T a b le -A e e o L ie t
Nutl
N ull 1-------
I P e r . 4 N ull eeo 8  4
N ull
(3 ) T r a n s la te s  to th e  fo llow ing  th re e  p a c k e ts  fo r  I n te r n a l  Q u e u e  M a n a g e r  
to se rv ic e :
R 1247 00100 ( D u l l ,  u a e d  a a  p l a c e  h o l d e r  f o r  l u b - r e q u e e t s ) 2
RC 1247 00200
X e p la c e  ( T a b le - B .e e o  -  3 ) 
w h e re  T a b le - B .e e o  “  4 ; 0
RC 1247 00200 X e p la c e  ( T a b le - E .e e o  -  3 ) w h e re  T a b le - E .e e o  “  4 ; 0
Figure 3.8: Transition Packet Stages
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3.7.2 P acketing  Transition E xam ples
In brevity the three main types of request types found in the Expert System interac­
tion are shown. The remaining types of requests not show are similar in nature and 
packeting to the retrieve example.
The following three examples are show:
E xam ple  1 Create of a Table.
E x am p le  2 A retrieve request.
E xam ple  3 A delete request.
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3.7.3 C reating a Table
Creating a table within the database is quite similar to the regular processing except 
for the addition of the PARTICIPATE  and FRAG  and TEMP components to include 
the table in fragmentation and transient table usage. This inclusion or exclusion of 
the Participate key word will regulate which tables get considered for Expert System 
interaction, thus the System Administrator can decide when and how to tailor the 
system for optimal performance6.
QUEL type request
(1) Create CUSTOMER { firstname =  C20; 
lastname =  C20; 
paycode =  12; 
city =  C20; 
payrate =  14; }
PARTICIPATE TEMP, FRAG 
FRAG ( lowlimit =  40, highlimit =  50; 
attribute=firstname, hthreshold=9,999, hcycle=00:08:00, lthreshold=50, lcycle=05:00:00,
key=N;
attribute=lastname, hthreshold=9,999, hcycle=00:08:00, lthreshold=50, lcycle=05:00:00,
key=N;
attribute=city, hthreshold=200, hcycle=00:01:00, lthreshold=8,000, lcycle=00:08:00, key=Y; 
attribute=payrate, hthreshold=9,999, hcycle=00:08:00, lthreshold=2,000, lcycle=00:01:00,
key=N;
attribute=paycode, hthreshold=2,000, hcycle=00:01:00, lthreshold=9,999, lcycle=00:08:00,
key=Y;)
TEMP (constraint =  paycode, limit =  40;) /* % of original table size * /
/* if an attribute does not get explicitly specified in a FRAG or statement it still is 
put in the EATTRIBUTE system table but with no threshold or cycle values. This 
has to be done to relate the attributes to their physical placement when fragmented, 
depending on whether it uses the FRAG or TEMP statements. */
6An alternate method to configure the Expert System would be to set ’default’ thresholds and 
cycles for every attribute in the table. This would cause higher then necessary activity by the Expert
System.
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If it contains neither, the original request is maintained and entered only in the 
supportive RDBMS system tables, thus removing the need to maintain information 
about tables it does not manage. The following depicts the formats of the above 
QUEL statement.
Original Request
(1) 12543 OriginalRequest
Create CUSTOMER { fimnanv ■ C20;
lastname « C2Q; 
payoode**I2; 
city -  C20; 
payrate ■ 14; ); 
PARTICIPATE TEMP, FRAG 
FRAG flowlbnh ■ 40; hlimit “  50; 
attribute “  firftncme,..
attribute * paycode,
TEMP (constraint ■ payoode, Until “  40;);
(2)
c 12543 350 OriginalRequest Civete Customer ( fustname »  C20;lastjumte « C20; 
paycode = 12: 
city *» C20; 
peynste “ 14; }
W ith /w ith o u t
J o u rn a l in gFrag12543 DB1 Customer
Char 9,999 00:08:00
PaycodePit.
Null
05:00:00Ptr. 9,999
Rest of Attribute List
Figure 3.9: Create Packet example P art 1
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(3) Only the original request is put into the Internal Queue managers queue, 
the system table entries are append through direct QUEL/SQL statements 
without entering the internal queue.
Append {node.DB.}.ERELATION ( table = ’CUSTOMER’;
loc = node;
frag-of = ’CUSTOMER’;
Append {node.DB.}.EATTRIBUTE( table = ’CUSTOMER’;
loc = node;
u-id = (generated unique id); 
relid = DB;
attribute = ’firstname’; 
type = Char;
Ithreshold = 50;
Icycle = 05:00:00; 
hthreshold = 9,999; 
hcycle = 00:08:00; 
key = N;
);
Append. . .
Append {node.DB.}.EVCHAR ( u-id = (generated unique id);
low = NULL; 
high = NULL;
);
Append {node.DB.}.ETEMP ( table = ’CUSTOMER’;
attribute = ’paycode’; 
rlimit = 40; 
size = 0;
);
Figure 3.10: Create Packet example Part 2
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3.7.4 A  R etr ieve  request
Using the table fields given in the system table example tables we show what could 
happen on a typical retrieve.
Original Request
(1) Retrieve (Tab!e-A.socsec) where Table-A.blrth > 740101;
Original
R 17543 Request
Retrieve ( Table-Ajsocsec) 
whereTable-A .birth > 740101;
(2)
Attribute
L ist
Predicate
List
N u ll17543 N u ll
DB Table-Anode
Plr. node birth
birthPrefixnode DB Table-A
birth > 
7 4 0 1 0 1N u llPtr. 740101
Null
Null
Retrieve (EATTRIBUTE.relid)
where CEATTRIBTJTE.table = Table-A and (EATIRIBU TE.atribule = birth 
and EATTRIBUTEJlow < 740101 and EATTRIBUTE.Ilii <= 740101));
Retrieves only Tabte*D: ( no transient tables e i th e r )
(3) So one packet for Internal queue is generated:
W 17543 150 lo Original Converted
JteqtEst R e q u a l
/
Retrieve (Table-D.socsec) 
where birth > 740101;
Figure 3.11: Retrieve Packet example
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3.7.5 A  D e le te  request
Again, we use the table fields given in the system table examples, we show the typical 
delete request.
O rig in a l R eq u est
(1) D e le te  T a b lc A
w h e re  T a b lc A .c c o  =  3;
O r d in a l
P tr . 18903 re q u e s tp o in te r
(2 ) In te rm e d ia te  p a c k e t:
D e le te  T a b l c A  
w h e re  T a b lc A .c c o  =  3;
D 18903 N ode DB T a b lc A
Node.DB.
EATTAIBOTE.
P re d ic a te
L ist
C o n s tra in t
L is t
P tr . A ttr ib u te
P tr . N ull EEO =  3N ull
N ull
Retrieve (EATTRIBUTE. table) where 
(EATTRIBUTE.rclid = ’T ablcA ’ and (EA TTRIBU TEaltribule = eeo));
Returns tables Table-B and Tablc-E
(3 ) T h e  fo llow ing  th re e  p a c k e ts  g e t p laced  in to  th e  In te r n a l  Q ueue:
Dp 18903 100 O riginalRequest
N ull 2
Dc 18903 200
T ex t
P tr .
0
Dc 18903 200 T e x t
P tr .
0
Delete Tablc-B 
whcrcTable-B.cco = 3;
Delete Tablc-E 
where Tablc-Exeo = 3;
Figure 3.12: Delete Packet example
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3 .8  E x a m p les  o f  P r im a ry  A c tio n s .
It is important in the understanding of our work that the reader be able to visualize 
the affects of the extended functionality offered by the Expert System. The presen­
tation of six of the most widely implemented actions against this extended system 
are seen in the following examples. Notice that in the majority of the examples the 
reader will see reference to a single node. It should be stated that although the figure 
related to the example may only show a single site, it can be assumed that more then 
one site may have been involved in the actions of the example. This will be clearest 
when seen in examples three and six.
The following examples are used:
E x am p le  1 Database and Table creation.
E x am p le  2 Local Fragmentation after fragmentation threshold met.
E x am p le  3 Remote Fragmentation after fragmentation threshold met.
E x am p le  4 Maintaining Transient Tables under query only states.
E x am p le  5 Maintaining Transient Tables under update states.
E x am p le  6 Query servicing using a remotely fragmented database,
( distributed/fragmented table ).
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3.8.1 D atabase and Table creation  w ith  E xp ert S ystem
Using our EMPLOYEE database as an example we show how the interface would 
work from the beginning of creation of the database up through a selected period of 
time to show how the interface would determine optimal allocations. In the example 
we do not augment the initial load of the database with presumed information, as 
initially assigning indices and such but we do assign a primary key of employee-num 
to reduce unnecessary analysis by forcing the system to determine a primary key for 
you. Picking of the primary key is not necessary, as anomolies will not exist in the 
tuples of the table EMPLOYEE.
We assume that the interface thresholds have been set, database DB1 defined, 
table employee created and data loaded with primary key employee-num while this is 
proceeding, the system will collect the necessary information about the structure of 
the DB1 database and its associated table EMPLOYEE. A pictorial representation 
of the actions taken are seen in figures 3.2-3.6. Figure 3.13 shows the initial state of 
the system prior to creation of database DB1 and its sole table EMPLOYEE.
E n d  U ser
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Available 
DASD
Available 
DASDExpert System 
In te rlace
Expert
System
Tables
Figure 3.13: Creating a Database
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In figure 3.14 we see the process of loading the table EMPLOYEE, where the 
INGRES front end processes Applications By Forms (ABF) and the Operation Spec­
ification Language (OSL) are used to interface with the system enhancement through 
calls to a C procedure which handles the interface to the subcomponents of the sys­
tem enhancement. The actual loading of the table EMPLOYEE is done by INGRES, 
so that he manages his own system datasets, but the interface is notified so that the 
system enhancement datasets for managing the databases and tables will be setup 
and managed.
E n a  User
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T able A vailable 
DASD
E xpert System 
Interface
Expert
System
Tables
Figure 3.14: Loading the Table
Notice tha t although there may be several sites in the distributed system we load 
all data in a single table, at a single site. The question of why a determination of 
data locality was not considered is in order, but we use this example to show how the 
design portion of the the system handles an extreme case of poor planning.
The load and initialization of management datasets is im portant to guaranteeing 
optimal data allocation. Although this is time consuming, the benefits will be seen 
later. After the load of the table EMPLOYEE at Site A in the distributed system, 
Site A confirms the existence of table EMPLOYEE to all sites, and the database is 
made available to entire system.
S5
As queries are serviced by a site, the interface determines by prior request infor­
mation and available and transient DASD allocations best fit servicing. We take the 
following as an example of what might happen as several queries are serviced from 
a single site. Here we will have replication of data, managed by this interface and 
QUEL both, the use of transient data is determined by DASD availability and antic­
ipation of further accesses. In a later example we will incorporate the determination 
of fragmentation, management of replicated data updates and other important infor­
mation. Note that updates, inserts, ... to ’transient or replicated’ table fragments 
need not be passed on to the alternate site, since only one current version ( view ) 
of the database is necessary to maintain integrity. Also notice that the interface uses 
predefined thresholds to determine attribute sensitivity .
Query One: Retrieve (EMPLOYEE.all) 
where E M  P L O Y  EE.union  — status =' Y '.
Results of the query are stored in Transient Table Ql.
End User
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Em ployee 
Table
T ransien t 
Table
A vailable 
DASD
Q l query
E xpert System 
Interface
Expert
System
Tables
Figure 3.15: Creation of Transient Table
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Query Two: Retrieve (EMPLOYEE.first-name, EMPLOYEE.last-name,
EMPLOYEE.payrate) 
where E M  P L O Y  EE.department = 1394.
Results of the query are stored in Transient Table Q2 (shown in figure 3.16).
E n d  U ser
Ing res
System
Tables
Ing res  
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T ab le
T ransien t 
T able T ransien t 
Table
Q l query A vailable 
DASD
E x p e rt System 
In te rface
Q2 query
E xpert 
System  
T a b
Figure 3.16: Creation of a second Transient Table
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Query Three: Retrieve (EMPLOYEE.first-name, EMPLOYEE.last-name) 
where E M P L O Y E E .payra te  > 500.00 and 
E M P L O Y  EE.union  — status — Y '
Results of the query are stored in Transient Table Q3 (shown in figure 3.17).
E nd U ser
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Employee 
T able
Transient 
Table T ransient 
Table Transient 
T able 0 3Q l queryE xpert System 
Interface
Q2 query
subset or
Ql
Available
DASD
Expert 
System 
Tab
Figure 3.17: Creating Transient Table using previous Transient Table
At this point Q3 would use the transient table created by Q l. Payrate, dependent- 
care and union-status would all be noted as query constraints. Depending on the 
threshold of union-status, the tuples of EMPLOYEE could be fragmented to a new 
permanent table EMPLOY1 with with attributes union — status — N ', and table 
EMPLOY2 with attributes union — status — Y', where it suffices to say that the 
maintenance of the transient data for Ql improves performance of query reflective of 
tables initial size versus Q l’s table size, where both extremes are important to note.
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3.8.2 Local fragm entation  after thresh o ld  m et.
In this example we cover the process of fragmenting the table when the threshold is 
met. Figure 3.18 depicts the starting state where the table EMPLOYEE is loaded 
and defined to both INGRES and the system enhancement, and pictorially shows 
the presence of current transient tables. It is important to point out that in any 
relational database system a vast amount of DASD must be available for temporary 
tables and datasets used by the system and tha t the availability of additional DASD is 
not particularly necessary to obtain system functionality but it aids the performance 
dramatically. The larger the DASD allocation available for transient table use the 
less likely a future request will find that a transient table that could have been used 
to service the query or action has been removed to regain space for a more recent 
request. The system, by the way, is tailorable to handle such situations, with minimal 
design experience.
E n d  U ser
In g re s
System
T ab les
In g re s
Subsystem
E m ployee
T ra n sien t
T ab lesT ab le
A vailable
E x p e rt System 
In te rface
DASD
E x p ert 
System  
T ab
Figure 3.18: Initial Table Structure prior to Local Fragmentation
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Figure 3.19 represents the occurence of some query Q l, where necessary informa­
tion is stored in the system enhancements datasets and manages the creation of the 
transient table Q l. During a nonspecific period of time, several other queries may also 
be passing through the system and being registered with the system enhancement.
End User
Ing res
System
T ab les
In g res  
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T ab le
T ransien t 
Tables T ra n sien t 
T ab le
A vailable 
DASD
Q l query
E xpert
System
T ables
E x p e rt System 
In te rlace
Figure 3.19: Creation of Transient Table prior to Local Fragmentation
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Figure 3.20 represents the state of the system after the creation of the two frag­
ments EMPLOY1 and EMPLOY2, which are jointly equivalent to the contents of 
the original table EMPLOYEE. All actions to split EMPLOYEE into two fragments, 
arrange the primary and any secondary indices, register the database structure, and 
resolve any conflicts in constraints through views or the likes will be done by the 
system enhancement. Any further reference to EMPLOYEE will be converted to its 
equivalent reference to the respective fragments EMPLOY1 and EMPLOY2.
End User
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Employee 
Table
T ransien t
Tables E m ployl
Table Emp!oy2 
Tablefragment of 
EmployeeExpert System 
Interface fragment o f 
Employee
Expert Available
System
DASD
Figure 3.20: Threshold Met, Local Fragmentation occurs
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3.8 .3  R em ote  F ragm entation  after fragm entation  threshold
m et.
This example depicts queries from remote sites, the creation of a locally managed 
transient table, and the eventual creation of a remotely distributed fragment of the 
original table EMPLOYEE to increase performance through fragmentation for data 
locality. This would by far be one of the most common actions in the beginning of 
establishment of a system, and only later on as the system dynamically changes to suit 
the users processing needs. Figure 3.21 depicts the original state of the system prior 
to queries that will eventually lead to the fragmentation of the table EMPLOYEE.
E nd  U ser
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres 
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T ab le
T ransien t 
Table
Availabl
DASD
Q l query
Expert System 
Interface
Expert
System
Tables
Figure 3.21: Initial Table Structure prior to Remote Fragmentation
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Figure 3.22 represents the state of the system after some period of time, reflecting 
the presence of at least one transient table Q l, where Q1 is equal to a fragment of 
EMPLOYEE where EMPLOYEE.city is equal to ’Henderson’. As other actions are 
taken against the system, the system enhancement logs these actions and makes a 
decision on whether EMPLOYEE has reached a fragmentation threshold.
E n d  U ser
Ingres
System
Tables
Ing res  
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T ab le
T ra n sien t
T ables T ra n sien t 
T ab le  0 1
A vailable 
DASD
E x p ert System  
In te rlace
w here ctty 
henderson
E xpert 
System  
T ab
Figure 3.22: Creation of Transient Table on predicate, prior to Remote Fragmentation
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Figure 3.23 depicts the system state after fragmentation threshold has been reached. 
The attribute that forced the fragmentation was ’City’, which would be an obvious 
attribute for driving data locality fragmentation. Notice from figure 3.23 that the 
alternate site for database DB1 /  table EMPLOYEE, has been notified of the frag­
mentation and that all DB status managers at all sites will have been updated to 
reflect the new configuration.
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres
Subsystem
EmptoyA
T able Transient
Tables
Expert System
DASD
E xpert
System
Tables
Ingres
System
Tables
Ingres
Subsystem
Remote
Ingres
Net EmployD
T tb le
Transient
Tables Available
DASD
A lternate
Site Expert
System
Tables
High C apac ity  
A u i i ln ry  S to rage
Figure 3.23: Threshold Met, Remote Fragmentation occurs
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3.8.4 M aintain ing Transient Tables under query on ly  sta tes.
This example follows the states of the system as updates are done against a table 
where a transient table also exists with a major portion of the original table, or at 
least a large enough portion that a threshold has deemed that it would be feasible to 
also update this table to keep it in a synchronized state relative to the original table. 
The alternative when update actions are taken against the original table is to remove 
the transient table, since it will no longer be synchronized with the original. In figure 
3.24 we show the state of the system with original table EMPLOYEE, and transient 
table Q l.
E nd  U ser
Ing res
System
T ab les
Ingres 
Subsystem
Em ployee 
T able
T ran sien t 
T ab le  Q l
A vailable 
DASD
w here 
dept»1300
E xpert System 
In te rlace
E xpert
System
Table;
Figure 3.24: Initial Table Structures during Query-only state
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Several actions may have taken place since the creation of Q l, but Ql is still main­
tained, probably because there was sufficient transient table space. Query Q2 enters 
the system, where Q2 is some action where a constraint is that 'Dept =  1300'. Ql 
can be used to reduce the search otherwise necessary when processing EMPLOYEE, 
in which case if EMPLOYEE is quite large, and if the constraint of Ql was not a key 
this could dramatically improve Q2’s response time (seen here in Figure 3.25).
E nd  u s e r
Ing res
System
T ab les
In g re s  
Subsystem
E x p e rt System  
In te rfa ce
E m ployee Transient
T ab le T ab le  Q l
where
dcpt»1300
3
E xpert 
System 
T ab
T ra n sien t 
T ab le  Q2
w here 
constraint is 
dep t-1300
A vailable
DASD
Figure 3.25: Additional Transient Tables created from prior request
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3.8.5 M aintain ing Transient Tables under update sta tes.
Actions such as updates represent a small percentage of the total actions against any 
database system, but when they happen the system must be able to maintain and 
service actions when a table has been fragmented. Figure 3.26 depicts the state of 
the system prior to any action against the table.
E nd  U ser
Ingres
System
T ables
Ingres 
Subsystem
E x p e rt System 
In te rlace
E m ptoy l
T ab le Em ploy2
fragment of T ab le
Employee fragment of
Employee
3 *
E x p e rt 
System 
Tab
T ra n sien t
T ab les
A vailable
DASD
Figure 3.26: Initial Table structures during Update state
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Figure 3.27 depicts the state after query Ql is serviced, the internal actions that 
must happen to obtain this state include converting the original query to a logically 
equivalent against EMPLOY1, EMPLOY2 or both, and to update the system datasets 
to reflect the transient table Ql.
E nd  U ser
In g re s
System
T ab les
In g res  
Subsystem
E m ploy l
T ab le Em ploy2
fragm ent o f T able
Employee fragm ent o f
mm* Employee
3 *
E x p e rt System  
In te rface
E xpert
System
Table;
T ransien t
T ables
A vailable
DASD
Figure 3.27: Fragmentation in the Update state
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3.8.6 Q uery Servicing using a rem otely  fragm ented  database.
This example, more than the previous, depicts a multi-node environment that any 
prior. Here we show what happens when a distributedly fragmented table is used 
in servicing a query which requires remotely stored data. In figure 3.28 we see the 
state of the system after its first level of fragmentation to create EMPLOYA and 
EMPLOYB showing the interactions of EMPLOYA, EMPLOYB, and the alternate 
site.
End User
Ingret
System
Tablet
Ingres
Subsystem
Expert System 
Interface DASD
Expert
System
Tablet
Ingres
System
Tablet
Ingres
Subsystem
Remote
Ingres
Net EmployB
Table
DASD
Expert System 
InterfaceAlternate
Site Expert
System
Tables
C igb  C a p a c ity  
A u a i la ry  S to ra g e
Figure 3.28: Query service in remotely fragmented database
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As the end user request a service that requires table access at the site contain­
ing only EMPLOYA, that sites system enhancement makes the determination when 
converting the original query that remote data is needed from site containing EM­
PLOYB, thus sending its necessary subquery Ql to that site for service. At the time 
of the request to EMPLOYB’s site, the originating site will notify the alternate site 
of its intentions. At EMPLOYB’s site query Ql is handled just as if the request for 
action was local, except that the system datasets will reflect a remote request build 
and that the contents of the transient table must be passed to EMPLOYA’s site. 
EMPLOYB’s site will also, upon passing the contents of Ql to the requesting site, 
notify the alternate site (seen in figure 3.29).
T ransien t
T a b l e t
DASD
Ingres
Net
Transient
Tablet
Alternate
Site Available
DASD
IHyli C a |« o i ty  
A u a i la ry  ttto ra y *
Figure 3.29: Transient Tables built to service remote request
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Chapter 4
D efinitions
4.1  R D B M S  S tru ctu res  and  Im p lem en ta tio n s .
4.1.1 T he R ela tion a l D atabase D efined .
To fully understand the impact of this work it is necessary to be familiar with the 
structures and implementations of the relational database. If you are familiar with 
such features of the relational database environment you may want to skip to the 
next subsection.
Because this paper is addressing a issue of performance and integrity and is not 
specifically a theoretical approach it was necessary to first understand what commer­
cially available features were presently available, not only to avoid repetition of work 
but also to derive a knowledge of what attributes were already commercially in place 
to draw from when determining the feasibility of the work and to also help to develop 
an interface into a working system when the modeling took place.
There are several database systems commercially available in todays market, all 
of which can be safely grouped into three categories. The definition of a database 
is such that any data stored in a predetermined format would qualify as a database. 
This paper and its approaches to improving performance and integrity in the database 
environment are targeted at the relational form of database storage and retrieval, but 
as the reader may see, some of the byproducts of the main work may be implemented 
into nonrelational database systems.
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4.1 .2  T h e R elation al D atabase Structure.
Here and throughout this paper we will use the INGRES and INGRES/star Rela­
tional Database Systems as references when such topics as structure, features and 
interfaces are discussed. The reason for chosing INGRES as a reference is because 
of its availability to the author, and INGRES/star because of its basic similarities to 
the nondistributed version.
A detailed understanding of what a relational database is is not necessary to 
understand the material presented in this paper, instead let it suffice to state that a 
relational database is nothing more then a database that is preceived by its users as 
a collection of tables (and nothing but tables).
There are a few attributes of the relational database structure that become sig­
nificant by this definition.
1. All the data values are atomic. This means that there is exactly one data value 
for each row and column position in the table, never a set of values or a pointer 
to a linked list.
2. Information stored in the tables are defined in specific data types and currently 
the user is not allowed to create a user defined data type. Generally available 
data types include; character, integer, floating point, and two variations of 
integer and floating point known as money and date.
3. Generally a table contains one attribute (column) which acts to uniquely iden­
tify each row in the table. This is not necessarily a requirement for design, 
but nevertheless is recommended and generally accepted as a design rule. This 
unique identifier is referred to as the primary key, where there may be several 
key fields by which to refer to the data the primary key satisfies the requisite 
of uniqueness.
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Figure 4.1 visually portrays the structure of a relation database. This format is 
used when servicing a query against a relational database in keeping with its pre- 
cieved logical format. The physical format of the relational database is actually quite 
different. In the INGRES system, tuples are stored consisting of a stored record pre­
fix, plus the stored attributes that make up the tuple. Each tuple is stored wholly on 
a single page, with a maximum total length of 2008 bytes. Although one tuple must 
be stored wholly on one page, there is no limit to the number of tuples per page.
Database
System
Tables
User Tobies
Bnployee
Index
Tables
Stock Accounting
Expert
System
Tables
Transient Table
E n p lo y a a E in d x
S a l t s S in d x
S to c k S ta n d x H a k k i 5 1 2  N ada >323434 31 34
A x n d t 643 V a la >30563121 26
M a tso n 923 B y la 1 5 3 231331 46
Figure 4.1: Relational DB structure
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4.1 .3  T he R ela tion a l D atabase Im plem en tation .
The implementation of a database is determined by the flexability and usage avail­
able by using such a system. From the beginning when Codd defined the relational 
database specific data manipulation rules where derived, mainly from Codd’s def­
inition of the normal forms, the implied atomicity of the relational structure, and 
the underlying restrictions placed by these simplified data structures. Please see 
Appendix A for a full discussion of normal forms.
In the previous subsection we defined the logical and physical design of the rela­
tional database. In this subsection it is important that the format and methods for 
retrieving data will be discussed. As with any database structure we are not concerned 
with data manipulation or the calculation of database or nondatabase attributes. Al­
though several commercially available relational systems offer frontend processes to 
accommodate this, it is not part of the formal definition of the relational system. The 
actions that are considered primary to the implementation of the relational system 
are the abilities to:
1. Create databases, tables and their attributes.
2. Add new tuples to a table.
3. Delete tuples from a table.
4. Replace tuples or attributes from a table.
5. Alter the structure of a table. This means that a user must be able to add or 
remove the occurence of an attribute or attributes from all tuples of a table, 
thus altering the structure of the table.
6. Delete tables and databases.
A complete reference to action verbs relative to the relational database are given 
in subsection 4.1.5. It will be assumed that the reader has read this subsection or is 
familiar with action verbs used in relational queries in the following sections.
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4 .1 .4  R estr ic tio n s on  R ela tion a l D atabases.
The previous subsections discussed a few data types and data manipulation restric­
tions inherent to a relational system, but there axe many more inflexibilities inherent 
to most relational systems1. Although several of these restrictions will be removed 
by the implementation of our system enhancement, it was not our main goal for per­
formance and data integrity improvement, rather a byproduct of its implementation.
References used here are those relative to the INGRES and INGRES-star systems, if other 
systems are exceptions to statements made it will be noted as such
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• The following is a list of inflexibilities relative to the commercially available 
relational systems.
1. Requirement that each attribute be atomic2.
2. Limited amount of data types. This is a limit currently in most relational 
systems, one exception is POSTGRES which allows for some user defined 
types.
3. Single database updates at one time.
4. Limited fragmentation handling, this is currently limited to explicit frag­
mentation and replication.
5. Limited data retrieval optimization3. Most commercial systems use one 
of two techniques for data retrieval. One, sequentially search the entire 
database for the information needed, or use an index to retrieve the data 
if a key has been given as a search parameter.
6. Limited comprehensive information regarding attributes in a table. This 
would include such information as range of the attribute, level of activ­
ity of the attribute, and other key statistical information. Collecting this 
information through monitoring could be used to recommend implicit frag­
mentation or creation of indices.
7. Only explicit maintenance of relations used to service queries 4. This is 
relative to tables built to service queries, which generally are released after 
completion unless otherwise stated.
8. The attributes used in the compare while creating a join must be the same, 
either both numeric, both strings, both money, or both dates. The data 
types do not necessarily need to be the same but should be for performance 
reasons.
9. Does not support multi-variable integrity constraints.
10. Currently does not support referential key integrity5.
2 A attribute could uniquely identify a tuple in another table that would allow several occurences, 
arrays ect. This would be managed by the Expert System
3We are improving here by tracking requests and implicitly creating fragments and indices for 
data
4Our enhancement relies heavily on the fact that most systems do not maintain this information 
and it is used to improve performance
5IBM does as of release 2.1.0 of DB2
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4.1 .5  Parser R equirem ents.
Prim ary Keywords:
CREATE
DESTROY
DEFINE
DELETE
APPEND
MODIFY
PRINT
RETRIEVE
REPLACE
D ata Types
Aggregates
VARCHAR(n)
CHAR(n)
11,12,14
F4,F8
MONEY
DATE
char string 
char string
binary integer 1,2,4 bytes 
floating point 4,8 bytes 
decimal currency two digits on right 
char string max 12 bytes,
( specific formats, see QUEL reference guide)
COUNT number in column
SUM sum of values in column
AVG average of values in column
MAX largest value in column
MIN smallest value in column
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R elative Operators
>
<
> =
< =
<>
CREATE format:
Create table-name ( column-definition { , column-definition } ... ) 
{ WITH JOURNALING }
with Expert System 
Create table-name ( column-definition { , column-definition } ... ) 
{ WITH JOURNALING }
PARTICIPATE { TEMP,FRAG }
FRAG ( LOWLIMIT =  value, HIGHLIMIT =  value6 
{ attribute-list, { attribute-list } . . . } )
TEMP ( CONSTRAINT =  attribute-name, LIMIT =  value7 )
C O LU M N -D EFIN ITIO N  format:
data-type { default-spec }
DEFAULT-SPEC format:
WITH NULL || NOT NULL || NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT
6 in percentage
percentage of total table size before retain
equals 
greater than 
less than
greater than or equal to 
less than or equal to 
not equal to
10S
ATTRIBUTE-LIST format:
(ATTRIBUTE =  attribute-name, HTHRESHOLD =  value, HCYCLE =  value, 
LTHRESHOLD =  value, LCYCLE =  value, KEY =  ’Y /N ’)
D ESTRO Y format:
DESTROY database || DESTROY view || DESTROY PERMIT table
with Expert System 
no change, deleting the original table or database will delete all 
related transient tables and fragmented sections.
R ETR IE V E  format:
RETRIEVE { INTO table } { UNIQUE } ( target-list )
{ WHERE predicate }
{ SORTED BY attributes }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
TARGET-LIST format:
{ unqualified-name =  } scalar-expression
SC A LA R -EXPR ESSIO N  format:
scalar || simple-aggregate
SCALAR format:
table.attribute || constant
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SIMPLE-AGGREGATE format:
aggregate ( scalar-expression { WHERE predicate } )
P R IN T  format:
PRINT table
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
D E FIN E  format:
DEFINE INTEGRITY ON table IS table.attribute 
relative-operator scalar
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
DEFINE VIEW view ( target-list )
{ WHERE predicate }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
DEFINE PERMIT operation(s)
ON table { ( attribute { , attribute } . . . ) }
TO user 
{ AT terminal(s) }
{ FROM tim el TO time2 }
{ ON dayl TO day2 }
{ WHERE predicate }
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with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
A P P E N D  format:
APPEND TO table { UNIQUE } ( target-list )
{ WHERE predicate }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
M O D IFY  format:
MODIFY table TO spec { UNIQUE }
{{ ON attribute { direction } } ,attribute { direction } ... }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
SPEC format:
{C}HEAP {C}HEAPSORT {C}ISAM {C}HASH {C}BTREE
REPLACE format:
REPLACE range-variable ( target-list )
{ WHERE predicate }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
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DELETE format:
DELETE range-variable 
{ WHERE predicate }
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place
IN D E X  format:
INDEX ON table IS index ( attribute { ,a ttribute } ... )
with Expert System 
there is no user change to this command 
yet
an internal translation may take place 
index is a table name
ALTER format: (Expert System )
ALTER command-list (node,database-list,table-list)
ALTER RECOVER (node,database-list,table-list,time-stamp)
ALTER PARTICIPATE (node,database,table) 
FRAGUPDATE (LOWLIMIT =  value, HLIMIT =  value 
(attribute-list))
ALTER PARTICIPATE (node,database,table) 
TEMPUPDATE (constraint-list {constraint-list,})
CO M M AND-LIST format:
LIST || LOCK || UNLOCK || STATUS
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DATABASE-LIST format:
database-name || (database-name,{database-name,...} || *8
TABLE-LIST format:
table-name || (table-name,{table-name,...} || *9
CO N STR A IN T-LIST format:
CONSTRAINT =  attribute, LIMIT =  value {,CONSTRAINT =  attribute, LIMIT
=  value}...)
8all inclusive
9all inclusive
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C hapter 5
C ontributions and Conclusion
5.1 G en era l C o n tr ib u tio n s  o f  P a p er
Although several commercial relational DBMS systems offer the user flexible manip­
ulative functions including distribution of databases and replications for increased 
performance, we have concluded that simple interfaces could be easily installed into 
these commercially available versions that will enhance user functionality, data avail­
ability, and response time, all while being completely transparent to the end user. 
The system which we have chosen as a basis for modeling our enhancement interface 
is the INGRES DBMS, a more suitable system would have been the INGRES/STAR 
system as it is a distributed DBMS, but nevertheless it was not available for modeling 
so the enhancements were modeled on the non-distributed version. Several features 
which are actually not available from the non-distributed version will be assumed, and 
several features which are documented as future enhancements will also be assumed 
as available, even if not presently so.
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The basics that add to the functionality of a distributed database from IN­
GRES/STAR not available from INGRES are:
1. System transparency.
2. Location transparency.
3. Improved productivity.
4. Site autonomy.
5. Increased capacity and performance.
6. Support incremental growth.
At the time of print of our references about INGRES/STAR, there were the fol­
lowing features to be available:
1. Additional CPU and operating systems support.
2. Additional network support.
3. Support of ”SQL-based” companions1
4. Multiple database updates2.
5. Data replication
6. Data fragmentation
UBM’s DB2 and SQL/DS
2Current.ly only one database can be updated at a time
We hope to offer a solution to several of the present and possibly future short­
comings of INGRES-INGRES/STAR and at the same time increase data availability 
and retrieval response time.
Our intentions are to offer a front-end processor that can be integrated into 
INGRES-INGRES/STAR and should be portable across any RDBMS will little adap­
tation necessary. A list follows that contains the contributions of this paper.
1. Enhanced retrieval time.
2. Enhanced data availability in presence of node failure.
3. Dynamic restructuring of database for optimal response and data integrity.
4. Support table fragmentation across sites.
5. Support multiple table updates in single query.
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5.2  C o n c lu sio n
5.2.1 C hapter 2: In terd ep en dencies
Comparing permutations of attributes of a system within a class will allow the sys­
tem support staff the opportunity to reasonably compare alternative configurations 
to possibly improve the performance of that system. This type of comparison is a 
generalized approach and is not guaranteed to return optimum results for all configu­
rations but can be used to reduce time spent by the support staff to benchmark several 
permutations to predict optimal performance. The matrices can be used to assist in 
narrowing the modeling configurations down to a handful of most likely candidate 
configurations and thus reduce cost of establishing a resulting configuration.
A complete understanding of interdependencies of the mentioned attributes of 
a distributed system can be gained by reading the referenced material. Papers of 
most value relate to topics of query optimization, fragmentation strategies and fault 
tolerance topics.
5.2 .2  C hapter 3: E xpert S ystem
Low cost enhancement incorporated, or placed as a front-end to any Relational 
Database System can reduce the design/redesign process. Expected performance 
improvements and increased data integrity are also functional byproducts of the Ex­
pert System. Although the addition of the Expert System to the Relational System 
will increase overhead we feel that the performance benefit returned by the handling 
of the semantics, query frequencies and dynamic system restructuring by the Expert 
System will return a substantial amount of the overhead cost. In addition, the flexa- 
bility of this dynamic structure is so powerful that we feel until modeling is complete 
the true extent of this proposal can not be realized.
The consideration of transient tables, and the implicit fragmentation of queries, 
are expected to return improved response time dependent upon the query semantics 
and query frequencies used.
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5.3 F u tu re W ork
In this paper we have proposed a method for improving performance through the 
use of transient tables, dynamic fragmentation schemes and inferred semantic opti­
mization through a frontend enhancement. Embedding this process into the RDBMS 
could show increased performance through the removal of redundancy.
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A ppendix A
N orm al Forms
There are several normal forms that have been defined in recent years, but the fol­
lowing 4 normal forms are the accepted basis of the industry for removing anomolies 
and redundancy in the relational database system[Ullman 82 ].
First Normal: Requires that the domain of each attribute consists of indivisible values, not 
sets or tuples of values from a more elementary domain or domains.
Second Normal: If a Relation R  has no partial dependencies1, R  is in second normal form.
Third Normal: Relation R  is in third normal form if an attribute X  functionally determines 
attribute A and A is not in A', and X  is a superkey or A is prime.
Fourth Normal: A generalization of Boyce-Codd that applies to multivalued dependencies. Re­
lation R  is in fourth normal form if Y  has a multivalued functional dependency 
on X, and Y  is nonempty or a subset of X, and the union of X  and Y  are not 
in R, then X  is a superkey of R.
Although it could have transitive dependencies
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Boyce-Codd: For relation R, all attributes a i ,a 2 . . .  ,a„ are functionally dependent on some 
attribute or attributes X, such that a l5 a2 . . . ,  an are not in X , the X  is said to 
be a superkey for relation R.
Superkey: X  is a superkey if X  is a key or contains a key.
Prime: A ttribute A is prime if it is a member of any key, otherwise A is non-prime. 
Partial
Dependency: If A is a proper subset of a key and A is functionally dependent on X  then this 
relation is considered a partial dependency.
Transitive
Dependency: If X  is not a proper subset of any key, and Y  is a key, then Y  =>■ X  =$> A, which 
says that if X  functionally determines A and Y  functionally determines X  then 
Y  also functionally determines A.
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A ppendix  B
Hardware Configurations
B . l  S in g le  n o d e  s y s te m  w ith  M  s ite s , M  > =  1. ( 
C L A S S  1 )
1. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions through node to node communications. Processors are tightly-coupled.
2. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions through node to node communications. Processors are loosely-coupled.
3. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications 
through node to node communications. Processors are tightly-coupled.
4. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications 
through node to node communications. Processors are loosely-coupled.
5. Single node system with M sites, where M  >= 1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through multiple paths. Processors are tightly-coupled.
6. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through multiple paths. Processors are loosely-coupled.
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7. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications by 
token ring through multiple paths. Processors are tightly-coupled.
8. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications by 
token ring through multiple paths. Processors are loosely-coupled.
9. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through minimized paths. Processors are tightly-coupled.
10. Single node system with M sites, where M  >= 1. System has multiple proces­
sors. Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through minimized paths. Processors are loosely-coupled.
11. Single node system with M sites, where M  > =  1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications by 
token ring through minimized paths. Processors are tightly-coupled.
12. Single node system with M sites, where M  >= 1. System has single processor. 
Queries are serviced through server node. System supports communications by 
token ring through minimized paths. Processors are loosely-coupled.
B .2  S in g le  p ro cesso r  p er  n o d e , m u lti-n o d e . ( C L A SS  
2 )
13. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through
server node. System supports communications through node to node commu­
nications.
14. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through 
server node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths.
15. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through
server node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple
paths.
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16. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications through node to node communications.
17. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications by token ring through minimized paths.
18. Single processor per node, multi node system. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications by token ring through multiple paths.
B .3  M u lti-p ro cesso r , m u lti-n o d e  w ith  P  >  N , P  <  
N *  2. ( C L A SS 3 )
19. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
20. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
21. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
22. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
23. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
24. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  *2.  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
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25. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
26. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
27. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token 
ring through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared 
storage.
28. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
29. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
30. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token 
ring through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared 
storage.
31. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
32. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. Sj'stem supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
33. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
34. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
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35. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
36. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  *2.  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
37. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  *2.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
38. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  *2.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
39. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
40. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
41. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
42. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
43. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System
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supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
44. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
45. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
46. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
47. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  *2.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
48. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
49. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
50. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
51. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System
supports communications by token ring through m ultiple paths. Processors
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
52. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P > N  but P  < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
53. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
54. Multiple processors, Multiple nodes with P  > N  but P < N  * 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
B .4  P  p ro cesso rs , and  N  n o d es  w h ere  P  =  N  * 2. 
( C L A SS 4 )
55. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
56. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
57. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
58. P processors, and N nodes where P  =  N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
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59. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
60. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications through node to node communications. 
Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
61. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
62. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
63. P processors, and N nodes where P  =  N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
64. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
65. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
66. P processors, and N nodes where P  — N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host node. System supports communications by token ring through minimized 
paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
67. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
68. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
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69. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
70. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
71. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
72. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
node. System supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. 
Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
73. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions through node to node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Non 
shared storage.
74. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications through node to node communications. Processors loosely coupled. 
Shared storage.
75. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications through node to node communications. Processors loosely coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
76. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions through node to node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Non 
shared storage.
77. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications through node to node communications. Processors tightly coupled. 
Shared storage.
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78. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications through node to node communications. Processors tightly coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
79. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non 
shared storage.
80. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. 
Shared storage.
81. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
82. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non 
shared storage.
83. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. 
Shared storage.
84. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
85. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non 
shared storage.
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86. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared 
storage.
87. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
88. P processors, and N nodes where P  =  N  * 2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communi­
cations by token ring through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non 
shared storage.
89. P processors, and N nodes where P = N  *2. Queries are serviced through host 
and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports communica­
tions by token ring through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared 
storage.
90. P processors, and N nodes where P  = N  * 2. Queries are serviced through 
host and requested node using semantic minimization. System supports com­
munications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. 
Minimized shared storage.
B .5  P  p ro cesso rs  an d  N  n o d es  w h ere  P  >  N , P  =  
N  *2 + 1. ( C L A SS 5 )
91. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
92. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P = N  * 2 + I.  Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
93. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I. Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to
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node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
94. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
95. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  = N  * 2 + I.  Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
96. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P = N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
97. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
98. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
99. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  — N * 2  + I.  Queries are serviced 
through host node. System supports communications by token ring through 
minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
100. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P = N  * 2 + I.  Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
101. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I. Queries are
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
102. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N *2 + J. Queries are serviced 
through host node. System supports communications by token ring through 
minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
103. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P — N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
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104. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I.  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
105. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I .  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
106. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
107. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
108. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
109. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  = N  * 2 + I. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
110. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
111. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
112. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P = N  * 2 +  I. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
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113. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
114. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
115. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
116. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
117. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
118. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
119. P processors and N nodes where P > . N  and P  =  TV * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
120. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
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121. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 + I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
122. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
123. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  =  N  * 2  + I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
124. P processors and N nodes where P  > N  and P  = N  * 2 +  I .  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
125. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P  =  N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
126. P processors and N nodes where P > N  and P = N  * 2 +  I.  Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
B .6  P  p ro cesso rs  an d  N  n o d es , w h ere  P > N  and  
P = N  * I  w h ere  I >  2. ( C L A SS 6 )
127. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications through node 
to node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
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128. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications through node 
to node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
129. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
130. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications through node 
to node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
131. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications through node 
to node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
132. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host node. System supports communications through node to 
node communications. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
133. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
134. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
135. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token 
ring through minimized paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared 
storage.
136. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
137. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
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138. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token 
ring through minimized paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared 
storage.
139. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
140. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Shared storage.
141. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
142. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
143. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Shared storage.
144. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N  * I  where I  > 2. Queries 
are serviced through host node. System supports communications by token ring 
through multiple paths. Processors tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
145. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
146. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P — N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
147. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System
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supports communications through node to node communications. Processors
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
148. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
149. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
150. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications through node to node communications. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
151. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
152. P processors and N nodes, where P  > N  and P  = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
153. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
154. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P — N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
155. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System
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supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
156. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through minimized paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
157. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Non shared storage.
158. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  — N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Shared storage.
159. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
loosely coupled. Minimized shared storage.
160. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Non shared storage.
161. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  = N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Shared storage.
162. P processors and N nodes, where P > N  and P  =  N * I  where I  > 2. Queries are 
serviced through host and requested node using semantic minimization. System 
supports communications by token ring through multiple paths. Processors 
tightly coupled. Minimized shared storage.
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G lossary
R ela tio n a l: Data storage format used to store and represent data in a rela­
tional database.
T uple: The term used to refer to the collection of attributes in a row of a 
relational database, commonly compared to a record of a nonrelational 
structured file.
A ttr ib u te : The term  used to refer to an individual entity of the tuple of a 
relational database, commonly compared to a field of a nonrelational 
structured file.
F rag m en ta tio n : The process of splitting the whole relational table into more 
manageable subtables. The process of fragmentation can be done against 
a  table either horizontally ( by groupings of tuples ) or vertically ( by 
groupings of attributes ), or a combination of both.
D is tr ib u te d  P rocessing : The term used to describe the processing of work 
over several different processors either local or remote.
D a ta  In teg rity : The actions necessary to guarantee the correctness and avail­
ability of data.
K ey: Attribute used to uniquely describe the tuple.
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